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Abstract 
This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in ICT Systems at the International 
Hellenic University.  
Nowadays the interest on data related to power consumption and environmental pa-
rameters measurement is constantly increasing due to the need to analyze them and ex-
tract information that could lead in reduced consumption for both financial and ecologi-
cal reasons. SMART IHU is a project that has already built a network of sensors that 
collects energy consumption and environmental data and stores them in a relational da-
tabase, which imposes constraints on the availability and the usability of the data. 
The current dissertation project aims into leveraging the interoperability and the reusa-
bility of these data, by publishing them using the Linked Data format and principles and 
describing them with the use of well-known and widely used ontologies and vocabular-
ies. Furthermore, the project defines a set of technologies, tools and methodologies that 
facilitate the export of relational data, the subsequent conversion to Linked Data and the 
final import to a triple store that will publish them through the use of a specialized end-
point. It also proposes a framework that can be used to automate the whole process in 
order for new data to be automatically published.  
I would like to express my gratitude to Dr. Nikolaos Bassiliades who gave me the op-
portunity to work on such an interesting and technically challenging project and sup-
ported me throughout the whole process. I would also like to thank Mr. Thanos Stav-
ropoulos who is the main developer and researcher of the SMART IHU project and 
provided me with all the data and help that I needed. 
Finally I would like to thank my lovely wife Natasa and my children Dora and Harry for 
all the patience and understanding they have shown during the previous months when I 
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1 Introduction 
In the opening chapter of the document we are aiming to establish a complete and high 
level view of the main dimensions of our dissertation project. Since our work is based 
on a pre-existing project, we make a short presentation of the current status of the work 
that we are going to extend and we clearly state the problem that we are going to resolve 
and the importance of the solution. In the end we enumerate the main objectives that we 
wish to achieve in the context of our project. 
1.1 Smart IHU project 
The Smart International Hellenic University (Smart IHU) is a research project that 
amongst other objectives aims into converting IHU into a “Smart” University, meaning 
that IHU staff could be able to reduce the organization’s energy footprint by monitoring 
and analyzing the University’s energy consumption data together with environmental 
parameters and remotely managing a number of appliances (e.g. turning a device on or 
off). In order to support the above objectives, a number of sensors and actuators were 
deployed, forming Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks.  
More specifically there are 43 power consumption measurement nodes of type Circle 
and Stealth, manufactured by Plugwise1, which are devices that can both measure the 
actual power consumption of a specific appliance and play the role of an actuator, con-
trolling the state of the appliance and turning it on or off depending on the need. These 
sensors/actuators form a Mesh Topology network which uses the Zigbee communica-
tion protocol to send the measurements to a middleware layer. Additionally to the 
above, there are 7 Smart clamper power sensors manufactured by CurrentCost2, that 
measure the large scale power consumption at the building level (Buildings A1 and A2 
of IHU) and the room level (Laboratories 1 and 2, Auditorium, Cooling Unit and Data 
                                                 
1 Plugwise site main page, Retrieved September 2, 2015 from https://www.plugwise.com/  
2 CurrentCost Smart Clamper product page, Retrieved September 2, 2015 from 
http://www.currentcost.com/product-theclassic.html  
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Center). These devices provide measurements either per phase (since the installation at 
IHU provides three phase AC power) or as a total for all three phases. Smart Clamper 
Devices use an RF communication protocol operating at 433 MHz to send the actual 
power consumption measurements to the middleware.  
For the environmental data, SMART IHU uses 20 multisensory devices of type Quax 
manufactured by Prisma Electronics3. Each of these devices provides measurements of 
Temperature, Humidity and Luminance. All the devices are interconnected in a Mesh or 
Star topology network that also uses the Zigbee communication protocol to transmit the 
measured values towards the middleware.  
Finally there are 4 sensors manufactured by Z-Wave4, which provide the carbon dioxide 
levels on the laboratories and auditorium and are integrated in the same way with the 
other sensors in order to provide their measurements to the middleware layer. 
The middleware is based on Web services technology and is comprised by a number of 
services which are responsible for a plethora of tasks, one of which is to eventually 
store the measurements taken by the sensors in a MySQL database instance, which ac-
cepts connections only through the Local Area Network of the University. Each one of 
the above sensors is using its own proprietary technology and communication data 
model. In order to make this diversity transparent to the system, a number of device 
drivers were developed using both Java and C# programming languages. These drivers 
create the Integration Layer, which is the intermediate software component connecting 
the hardware with the services.  
A number of desktop, web and mobile applications were developed as part of the 
SMART IHU project, providing User Interfaces that give the ability to an end user to 
access the available measurement data and remotely control some of the appliances. An 
                                                 
3 Prsima Web site main page, Retrieved September 2, 2015 from 
http://www.prismaelectronics.eu/site/index.php/en/  
4 Z-Wave Web site main page, Retrieved September 2, 2015 from http://www.z-wave.com/  
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example desktop application is the Smart IHU Manager App5. There is also an Android 
targeting mobile application named PlugDroid6.  
At the beginning of the current dissertation project the Database contained more than 
50,000,000 database records of power consumption data ranging from February 2012 up 
to current date and 5,500,000 records of measurement data for specific appliances from 
January 2014 up to March 2015. The environmental sensor tables of the Database were 
containing more than 3,100,000 data records, ranging from February 2013 up to March 
2015. 
1.2 Problem and importance 
As already described in the previous paragraph, the current status of the project is that 
data which are captured from the sensors are persistently stored in an instance of a 
MySQL Database running on an agent that is available only through the Local Area 
Network of the University. There is an Internet facing portal7 which provides access to 
graphs for a number of pre-defined queries (e.g. Cooling/Heating to Temperature ratio, 
Lighting to Luminance ratio, Power consumption per Building, etc.) but without provid-
ing access to the actual data. 
Although graphs provide a very efficient visualization of the power consumption met-
rics, it is impossible to make any other use of the information provided, because agents 
external to the University cannot perform the following tasks: 
 Access raw data 
 Create ad-hoc queries over the data 
 Create aggregations over data on time periods other than the provided ones (e.g. 
per hour or per day) 
 Create associations with other existing datasets in order to make comparisons 
                                                 
5 Smart IHU Manager App, Retrieved September 2, 2015 from 
http://rad.ihu.edu.gr/smartihu/development.html#mapp  
6 PlugDroid mobile app information page, Retrieved September 2, 2015 from 
http://rad.ihu.edu.gr/smartihu/development.html#plugdroid  
7 Smart IHU Internet facing portal, Retrieved September 3, 2015 from http://smart.ihu.edu.gr  
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 Execute data mining algorithms over the collected data in order to identify exist-
ing patterns. 
 Drive decision making by building decision capabilities over the provided da-
taset. 
In today’s world the need for massive amounts of energy consumption data is constantly 
increasing. For example there are large Research & Consulting organizations (e.g.     
Enerdata8) which gather oil, gas, coal and power consumption data from nearly 200 
countries all over the world, statistically analyze them and provide forecasts for either 
global or localized trends compared to other factors like economic growth and climate 
conditions9. These organizations gather data aggregated at the country level, but could 
also take advantage of more detailed and localized data in order to provide drill-down 
functionality and fine grained analysis and forecasting on energy consumption. 
Having in mind the undoubted need for energy domain data, as defined in the previous 
paragraph, the fact that all the data collected by the SMART IHU platforms are not at 
the moment available to anyone except the SMART IHU researchers is an obvious 
problem. Of course this problem could easily be solved by making MySQL database 
accessible through Internet to any interested party, but although this will solve the prob-
lem of accessibility, it will raise some more issues: 
 In order to get access to the data somebody should use proprietary drivers and 
protocols, according to the underlying database technology used (e.g. MySQL 
client drivers, JDBC or ODBC, etc.) 
 Even after getting access to the data, one should study the schema of the Data-
base and understand the meaning of each table and column 
 It wouldn’t be possible to compare the data with other existing datasets in order 
to extract meaningful information and possibly convert it to knowledge. 
 The procedure of interpreting and finally taking advantage of data could not be 
led by machines, but only by humans. 
                                                 
8 Enerdata Web Site, Retrieved September 3, 2015 from http://www.enerdata.net/  
9 Enerdata publisehed energy consumption forecasts, Retrieved September 3, 2015 from 
http://www.enerdata.net/enerdatauk/press-and-publication/publications/2015-energy-trends-analysis-key-
world-energy-figures.php  
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In order to surpass the above obstacles that keep the accessibility, interoperability and 
reusability of the collected data in a very low level, we need to publish data in such a 
way, that: 
 There will be no need for specialized software to access the data 
 Data should be semantically enriched and thus easily interpreted by both hu-
mans and machines. 
 Data would be easily connected with existing datasets, creating larger datasets 
that provide enhanced information and knowledge extraction capabilities. 
Linked data provides just the solution that we want, since it is a way to publish struc-
tured data in well-known formats and also interlink data with other datasets so that a 
user or a machine can follow the links in order to discover more things. [3] 
A number of open platforms like OpenEI10 and Reegle11 have been developed during 
the past years, which form a global open energy data repository onto which end users 
can view, edit, add and download data that can be used for driving informed decisions 
on energy efficiency regarding buildings and utilities. These platforms promote Linked 
Data technologies for browsing and querying available resources and encourage the 
community to contribute by adding new datasets and linking them to existing ones. Due 
to the fact that each one of these platforms hosts several hundreds of open datasets and 
are sponsored by important organizations like the US Department of Energy and the 
United Nations Environment Programme12, we understand the importance of contrib-
uting the energy dataset of the SMART IHU project to the research community. 
1.3 Objectives of the dissertation 
The current dissertation project aims into extending the power of data already collected 
by the SMART IHU project, by providing the following enhancements: 
1. Choose the appropriate vocabularies / ontologies that could be used for semanti-
cally describing energy consumption and or environmental data in order to raise 
the level of interoperability and reusability of data. 
                                                 
10 OpenEI about page, Retrieved September 3, 2015 from http://en.openei.org/wiki/OpenEI:About  
11 Reegle Web Site, Retrieved September 3, 2015 from http://www.reegle.info/  
12 OpenEI Sponsors and Partners Retrieved September 3, 2015 from 
http://en.openei.org/wiki/OpenEI_International_Sponsors_and_Partners  
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2. Publish SMART IHU historical energy and or environmental data by using 
Linked Data in order to exploit all the advantages of Linked Data, namely: 
a. Increase the reusability of data by structuring them in a well-defined and 
regular way.[3] 
b. Make data easily discoverable by using links that can be easily traversed 
by software agents and machines, the same way that humans navigate in 
HTML documents using a browser application. 
c. Describe the meaning of data by using well-known ontologies and vo-
cabularies that provide meaning to them. 
d. Facilitate the development of innovative applications for browsing and 
analyzing data and also supporting the decision making process.   
3. Develop a framework that will be comprised by tools, technologies and software 
which will be used for automatically publishing real time sensor data on top of 
the already published historical data. 
4. Provide guidance for consumption of the data from applications or researchers 
that want to retrieve them, interlink with other existing datasets and extract sta-
tistics or other useful information that could be a valuable input for decision 
makers. 
1.4 Structure 
In Chapter 2 we attempt to make an assessment of the current situation in the domain of 
interest. More specifically we initially make a detailed presentation of all the ontologies, 
vocabularies and taxonomies that have been already developed and trying to describe 
concepts like power consumption, environmental parameter measurements, sensors, 
sensor types, units of measurement and date and time descriptions. We continue by 
making a reference to all relevant datasets that are publicly available and contain power 
consumption or environmental measurements. After this we make a theoretical presen-
tation of the basic principles of Linked Data and the benefits that derive from their us-
age. Subsequently we make a detailed presentation of the available technologies and 
tools that can be utilized in the process of publishing and consuming Linked data, to-
gether with the tools and methodologies for exporting relational data and converting 
them to Linked data. In the end of the chapter we summarize the results of our research 
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in the form of tables that can be used to easily compare all the available ontologies, da-
tasets and technologies. 
Chapter 3 contains details about the problem we are actually going to resolve, namely 
the structure of the existing relational database, why this cannot be used for data explo-
ration and all the frequent problems that someone might face while attempting to con-
vert relational data to Linked Data and subsequently publish them in order for third par-
ties to be able to consume them. 
In Chapter 4 we present details about the solution we chose and the methodology that 
we followed. We initially describe the ontologies that we selected to import into our so-
lution’s ontology and the new classes and properties that we defined in order to cover 
concepts that were missing from the imported ontologies. We also describe the rationale 
behind the association between tables of the relational database and classes of our cho-
sen ontology, together with the naming strategy that we adopted for the URIs that 
uniquely identify every instance of our ontology. In the next paragraphs of the chapter 
we present the actual tools and methodologies that we used to implement the conversion 
and the full lifecycle of our process from the retrieval of the database records, until 
these records are actually published as Linked Data. The chapter closes with a para-
graph that contains instructions that could be used by any external party that is interest-
ed in consuming the actual data. 
We finish the description of our work in Chapter 5, where we present the conclusions of 
our thesis, together with secondary conclusions that are of actual interest for the Linked 
Data researcher and can motivate further work in subsequent projects. 
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2 Literature Review 
In the paragraphs that follow we will present ontologies and datasets relative to the do-
main of interest that are already published. In addition to these, Linked Data principles 
and benefits, together with existing technologies and tools for publishing Linked Data 
will be extensively analyzed. In the end of the chapter we will enumerate existing state-
of-the art technologies for converting Relational Data to Linked Data. Our research on 
all of the above was conducted under both a theoretical and a practical viewpoint. 
2.1 Existing ontologies and vocabularies related to 
the Energy domain 
Development of systems that deal with capturing energy consumption and environmen-
tal parameters data and building decision making over them is very popular these days, 
due to the fact that people and organizations have made a great shift towards methods 
and strategies that can lead to significant energy consumption and CO2 emissions de-
crease. In order to support the above, a number of ontologies and vocabularies have 
been developed and are available for selection. In the following we will enumerate a 
number of them, especially the ones that were considered more relevant to the current 
project. 
2.1.1 Process Energy Vocabulary (PEN) 
This is a vocabulary that was developed at the Digital Enterprise Research Institute 
(DERI)13. This vocabulary’s main objective is to describe the energy consumption of 
business processes. It is a lightweight vocabulary, since it is consisted of a very small 
number of concepts, but it is highly aligned with the objectives of our project. 
The main Entities of this vocabulary are the following: 
 EnergySource: This class defines the source that produces the energy that is be-
ing consumed. Examples of energy sources are power, paper, etc. 
                                                 
13 PEN Vocabulary URL, Retrieved September 4, 2015 from http://vocab.deri.ie/pen  
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 ConsumptionAmount: This class defines the actual amount of energy that is 
being consumed. Each individual of this class can be associated with a double 
value through the data property named hasValue, and a UnitOfMeasure instance 
which defines the measurement unit of the value through the hasUnitOf-
Measure object property. The UnitOfMeasure type is imported from the Dolce 
+ DnS Ultralite ontology (DUL) which is presented at section 2.1.4 Dolce + DnS 
Ultralite Ontology (DUL). 
 EnergyConsumption. This is the main class that represents the actual consump-
tion of Energy by a business process. Each EnergyConsumption individual can 
be associated with an EnergySource individual through the hasEnergySource 
object property and a ConsumptionAmount individual through the hasCon-
sumptionAmount object property. 
This lightweight ontology is visualized in the following figure: 
 
Figure 1: Process Energy Vocabulary Visualization 
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As already referenced the Process Energy Vocabulary is exactly focused to one of our 
main goals, which is to publish energy consumption data. The fact that it is a very 
lightweight vocabulary is considered a strength, because it makes it more comprehensi-
ble and easier to use. On the other hand, the fact that it is not a generic vocabulary, since 
it deals explicitly with energy consumption and it cannot be used for environmental 
measurements can be surely considered as the main weakness of the vocabulary. 
2.1.2 Semantic Smart Home System for Energy Efficiency (SESAME-
S) Ontology 
SESAME-S is a European research project, which aimed on using Semantic Web tech-
nologies in order to model energy metering for a number of different home appliances 
and devices, thus combing both the user domain and the energy domain. In order to 
support this objective an Ontology was developed14, which was based on the DLMS 
(Device Language Message Specification15) standard model for capturing measure-
ments.  
At the direction of modeling the user domain, the ontology defines a number of general 
concepts like Resident (a person who is an inhabitant of a house) and Location (the ex-
act whereabouts of the building). Moving to the Energy domain, concepts like Device 
(which is furtherly analyzed in subclasses like Sensor, Appliance, Meter, etc.), Ener-
gyUsageProfile and Tariff are semantically described as Classes of the Ontology. Sen-
sor class has a number of subclasses like TemperatureSensor, LightSensor, 
PresenceSensor and HumiditySensor, which furtherly specialize the sensor type. The 
energy consumption dimension is provided through a number of data properties, which 
have as domain the Device class and model concepts like energy consumption per hour, 
peak power, functional status of the Device (on/off) and desirable functional status. The 
desired strategy for energy efficiency is defined by the Configuration class and its two 
subclasses Activity and EnergyPolicy. An Activity individual usually describes an au-
tomation action, while EnergyPolicy dictates the rationale under which decisions for 
energy consumption are made. Configuration class orchestrates the way that Applianc-
es, Sensors and UI devices collaborate into joint tasks. Finally class TemporalMeasure-
                                                 
14 SESAME Ontology, Retrieved September 4, 2015 from 
https://commondatastorage.googleapis.com/ckannet-storage/2012-08-20T165445/SmartBuildingv3.owl  
15 DLMS Model, Retrieved September 4, 2015 from http://www.dlms.com/index2.php 
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ment and its two subclasses InstantMeasurement and IntervalMeasurement are used to 
semantically describe the actual measurements taken by the sensors. Finally the class 
Alert is used to define notifications of events that need the user’s attention. 
A visualization of SESAME ontology is shown in the following image. 
 
Figure 2: SESAME Ontology Visualization 
SESAME Ontology is a good candidate for reuse in the SMART IHU Linked Data pro-
ject, since it contains classes for a large number of the concepts that must be described 
in the context of the project and it certainly takes into account both power consumption 
and environmental measurement data. One of the main disadvantages of the ontology, 
in comparison with the scope of SMART IHU, is that it is oriented towards home instal-
lations and its main direction is to define policies which streamline the actions that must 
be taken in order to achieve saving money out of the domestic electricity bill.  
2.1.3 PowerOnt: An Ontology-based Approach for Power Consump-
tion Estimation in Smart Homes 
PowerOnt is another lightweight ontology that was initially designed to describe con-
cepts that are related to the measurement of power consumption of devices that are in-
stalled and operate in Smart Homes [20]. According to Oxford Dictionaries16 “Smart 
Home is a home equipped with lighting, heating, and electronic devices that can be con-
                                                 
16 Oxford Dictionaries smart home definition, Retrieved September 4, 2015 from 
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/smart-home  
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trolled remotely by smartphone or computer”. PowerOnt imports a couple of other pop-
ular ontologies like the MUO Ontology17 which is a very popular ontology that de-
scribes Units of Measurement and the DogOnt ontology18 which describes building 
structures, appliances and sensors. 
According to the designers of PowerOnt, the existence of explicit, semantically enriched 
information that provides the power consumption of appliances installed in a smart 
home can lead to an estimation of the total power that is consumed by just knowing the 
device activation. If this knowledge is coupled with exact values measured by one or 
more meters, this estimation can increase its accuracy and reach the real power con-
sumption in the case that each appliance is connected to a smart meter. 
As referenced before this is an ontology that follows an approach that contains a mini-
mum number of classes. The two central classes of the Ontology are PowerConsump-
tion that models the kind of power that is consumed by an appliance (e.g. solar power) 
and the PowerConsumptionValue class that defines the amount of power that is ab-
sorbed, expresses in a measurement unit that belongs in the International System Units 
set (e.g. Watts). This association is achieved by importing the MUO Ontology and using 
the muo:measuredIn object property that associates a PowerConsumptionValue with a 
specific muo:UnitOfMeasure instance. The PowerConsumption class has a number of 
subclasses for each different kind of power consumed. For example ElectricPowerCon-
sumption subclass contains all instances that absorb electrical power, while LampOn-
PowerConsumption contains instances that describe the electrical power consumption of 
lamps that are switched on. PowerConsumptionValue instances can either contain an 
actual measurement, a nominal power value which is declared by the device manufac-
turer (e.g. a lamp with a nominal power value of 100 Watts) or a typical value (e.g. a 
refrigerator’s typical consumption in a household is 120/150 Watts). 
PowerOnt is importing DogOnt ontology in order to include concepts like 
dogont:Controllable class which includes individuals that are devices which can be 
connected to a smart gateway and be controlled, or dogont:StateValue which models the 
different operating conditions that a device can be on a specific point in time. 
The following figure presents a visualization of the PowerOnt ontology. 
                                                 
17 Measurement Units Ontology, Retrieved September 4, 2015 from http://idi.fundacionctic.org/muo/  
18 DogOnt ontology, Retrieved Septmeber 3, 2015 from http://elite.polito.it/ontologies/dogont.owl  
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Figure 3: PowerOnt Ontology Visualization 
PowerOnt’s main advantages are its minimal number of classes, which makes it greatly 
reusable in a large number of applications and the fact that it imports entities from other 
popular ontologies as MUO and DogOnt. Its main disadvantage is the fact that it explic-
itly refers to power consumption concepts, without providing the ability to describe en-
tities relative to environmental parameters. 
2.1.4 Dolce + DnS Ultralite Ontology (DUL) 
DUL Ontology19 is a lightweight combination of two other ontologies, namely the 
DOLCE Lite-Plus ontology20 and the Descriptions and Situations ontology21. These two 
ontologies are considered upper ontologies. The definition of an upper ontology, also 
known as top-level ontology or foundation ontology, is “an ontology which is used to 
facilitate the semantic integration of domain ontologies and guide the development of 
new ontologies. For this purpose, upper ontologies contain general categories that are 
applicable across multiple domains. Upper level ontologies usually provide rich defini-
                                                 
19 DUL Ontology, Retrieved September 4, 2015 from 
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl  
20 DOLCE Lite Plus Ontology, Retrieved September 4, 2015 from 
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DLP397.owl  
21 Descriptions and Situations Ontology, Retrieved September 4, 2015 from 
http://www.loa.istc.cnr.it/ontologies/ExtendedDnS.owl  
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tions and axioms for their categories” [23]. In other words DUL ontology describes very 
general and abstract concepts that can be used in a plethora of other ontologies. As we 
have already seen, DUL is very popular, since it is imported by at least two of the ener-
gy domain ontologies that we have presented in the current paragraph. 
The base class of the Ontology is Entity, which essentially describes any real or imagi-
nary concept that an ontology modeler wants to define in detail for some purpose. There 
are four main subclasses of Entity: 
 Abstract, which is used for any entity that cannot be located in space or time. 
This class is useful for describing abstract concepts as mathematical entities or 
regions within dimensional spaces. A very interesting and highly used subclass 
of Abstract is Region, which is used to describe any region in a dimensional 
space, as time intervals, two-dimensional space regions, amounts, etc. 
 Object, which is a generic representation of any physical, social or mental ob-
ject or substance. Three main subclasses of Object are Agent (any individual that 
demonstrates agentive behavior), PhysicalObject (any object that is physical re-
alized) and SocialObject (any object that exists only within some communica-
tion activity).  
 Event, which as referenced in the comments of the Ontology can be used to de-
scribe “any physical, social or mental process, event or state”. Event has two 
subclasses, namely Action used for events to which there is at least one partici-
pating agent and Process which describes the evolution of events which are not 
directly associated with a specific agent. 
 InformationEntity, used to describe information either concretely realized or 
abstract, and 
 Quality, used to define a generic attribute of any entity that can be used to de-
scribe any aspect of the entity but is not a part of it.  




Figure 4: DUL Ontology visualization 
DUL Ontology is a very probable to be used candidate, due to the fact that it is an upper 
ontology and defines generic concepts that can be used as base classes for a great num-
ber of concepts. In the context of the SMART IHU project we aim to describe both 
power consumption and environmental data, so the generality of the ontology is one of 
its greater strengths for our project. On the other hand, we will see in the following par-
agraphs that there are ontologies that extend this generic ontology and have already de-
fined the entities that we are interested in, so we can fully take advantage of them in-
stead of redefining the same entities. 
2.1.5 Semantic Sensor Network Ontology (SSN) 
This ontology was developed by the W3C Semantic Sensor Network Incubator Group 
in order to semantically describe the domain of devices that capture values of specific 
physical qualities and other related concepts [19]. While the above value observations 
are specific to time and location concepts, the ontology does not include definitions for 
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them. These are intended to be included from other ontologies via OWL imports. SSN 
Ontology22 details are described in a wiki page23. 
The ontology contains a large number of entities and properties and practically extends 
the DUL ontology which was presented in the previous section. In the following para-
graph we will present the most important ones, which are related with the domain of 
interest of the SMART IHU project. One of the most important classes is Sensor which 
extends DUL:PhysicalObject and is used to represent any individual that implements 
sensing, in the form of observing some property of a feature of interest. The observable 
properties are described by class Property which is a subclass of DUL:Quality. Stimulus 
is the class that semantically describes the event that triggers the sensor observation 
process, while class SensorOutput is used to represent the actual measurement of the 
sensor and extends DUL:InformationObject. The individuals belonging to this class are 
associated with others individuals of the ObservationValue class through the hasValue 
object property and with individuals of the Sensor class through isProducedBy object 
property. Platform is another key class which extends DUL:PhysicalObject and is used 
to represent entities to which other entities as sensors, gateways and appliances can be 
attached. This relation is represented through attachedSystem object property which us-
es as range the System class that represents an abstract concept of any infrastructure 
component that can be used for sensing purposes. Another central class is Observation 
that is an abstract situation in which a sensing object has been used to record a property 
of a feature of interest and is associated to the SensorOutput class through the observa-
tionResult object property.  
The following figure contains a visualization of the SSN ontology containing the enti-
ties that are closer to our domain of interest. 
                                                 
22 SSN Ontology URL, Retrieved September 4, 2015 from http://purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn  




Figure 5: SSN Ontology Visualization 
SSN Ontology as already shown extends the generic DUL ontology by adding a number 
of classes as SemsingDevice, SensorOutput, ObservationValue and object properties 
like hasValue and attachedSystem, which can be used to describe a large portion of the 
concepts of SMART IHU project. These classes are generic enough, in the sense that 
they do not describe a specific physical quality as power consumption, but they can be 
used for both of the domains of interest of our project, while in the future they could 
also be used for other sensors also, if the relevant need arises. Another advantage of the 
ontology is that it was developed by the W3C Network Incubator Group, which makes 
it highly popular, since it is already been used in a plethora of applications. The main 
disadvantage of the ontology is that it has a large number of classes and properties, 
which imposes a steeper initial learning curve. 
2.1.6 Smart Energy Aware Systems (SEAS) Ontology 
SEAS is an ontology which enables the description of electricity measurements of a site 
and is mainly extending the Data Cube W3C vocabulary24. This vocabulary was devel-
                                                 
24 Data Cube W3C Vocabulary, Retrieved September 4, 2015 from http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-data-
cube/  
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oped in the context of the Information Technology for the European Advancement 2 
(ITEA2) Smart Energy Aware Systems (SEAS) Project25 (part of the EUREKA cluster).  
The main classes of the ontology with self-explaining names are Sensor, Building, Con-
nector (with its two subclasses Plug and Socket). Class ElectricalSystem is used to rep-
resent any system that either produces or consumes electricity. Individuals of this class 
are associated to individuals of the CurrentType class which is used to denote the type 
of current used by the system (e.g. continuous or alternating). For each current type 
there exists a subclass. For example CurrentType.Alternating is the class of all current 
types that use alternating current. The ontology contains four individuals (Cur-
rentType.singlePhase, CurrentType.twoPhase, CurrentType.threePhase and Cur-
rentType.splitPhase) for each different alternating current installation scheme. Class 
Observation describes the measurement recorded by a sensor individual which is asso-
ciated with a Quantity individual that could be either a PowerQuantity or a TimeQuanti-
ty. 
The following figure contains a visualization of the key entities of the ontology. 
   
Figure 6: Visualization of the SEAS Ontology 
                                                 
25 SMART Energy Aware Systems Project web site, Retrieved September 4, 2015 from 
http://purl.org/NET/seas#  
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The domain modelled by this ontology is very close to our domain of interest and the 
extension of Data Cube vocabulary makes this ontology very promising, but it is still in 
its early stages of development (version 0.1), which makes it less appropriate for reuse. 
2.1.7 Ontology for Meteorological sensors (AWS) 
The ontology for Meteorological sensors26 extends the SSN Ontology and is a part of 
the Agriculture Meteorology example, which was developed in order to demonstrate the 
usability of SSN (see § 2.1.5 Semantic Sensor Network Ontology (SSN)). The main in-
terest point of this ontology is that it defines a taxonomy for environmental sensors 
(Temperature, Humidity, Solar radiation, etc.) which can be used in order to properly 
describe the ones that are operating in International Hellenic University. 
AWS defines six subclasses of ssn:SensingDevice class for each major meteorological 
sensor category. These subclasses are AtmosphericPressureSensor, HumiditySensor, 
PrecipitationSensor, RadiationSensor, TemperatureSensor and WindSensor. The char-
acteristics of each subclass are clearly manifested by the subclass name. Each subclass 
is furtherly subcategorized in other subclasses, creating a complex hierarchy of sensor 
types, comprised by a total of 93 SensingDevice subclasses which cover the vast ma-
jority of contemporary meteorological sensor types. 
A visualization of the first level of subclasses of the taxonomy can be found at the fol-
lowing figure. 
                                                 
26 AWS Ontology, Retrieved September 5, 2015 from 
http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/ssnx/meteo/aws  
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Figure 7: Visualization of the first level subclasses of AWS sensor types taxonomy 
AWS provides a very well organized taxonomy for sensors that measure environmental 
parameters, which can be utilized to cover most of the types of sensors that are used in 
SMART IHU project. An additional advantage of the taxonomy is that it extends 
W3C’s Semantic Sensor Network Ontology, which is a major candidate for reuse in our 
project. On the other hand, AWS does not provide choices for power consumption sen-
sors and interestingly enough it does not include a definition for sensors measuring lu-
minance, which is one of the sensor types whose measurements we must describe.  
2.1.8 Urban Energy Ontology 
This is a formal ontology27 – specified using Web Ontology Language 2 (OWL 2) – 
stemming from domains associated with urban planning and energy management. The 
entities that are described by this ontology have been captured by taking advantage of 
standards, use cases and data sources relative to the above referenced domains. Indica-
tive semantically described concepts include regions, cities, neighborhoods and build-
ings, together with energy consumption and CO2 emission indicators. In addition to the 
above there are entities that attempt to define parameters like climate and socio-
                                                 
27Formal description of Urban Energy Ontology in OWL2,  Retrieved September 5, 2015 from 
http://semanco-tools.eu/ontology-releases/eu/semanco/ontology/SEMANCO/SEMANCO.owl  
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economic factors that usually affect energy consumption. The ontology28 in essence 
provides to semantically enabled tools the ability to access semantically enriched data 
from a plethora of diverse domains and applications.  
It is obvious that the interesting part of the ontology is the one that is related to the en-
ergy consumption concepts, especially the ones related to power measurement. The 
main class that is used to represent the measure of some quantifiable object of the real 
world is PhysicalQuantity, which has three subclasses named ConstantQuantity (used 
for physical quantities that have constant values), FunctionQuantity (used for quantities 
that are returned by a Function) and UnitOfMeasure (used for standardized measure-
ments of some dimension). FunctionQuantity class is furtherly classified in a number of 
subclasses, two of which are related to the domain of interest:  
 PowerMeasure that is used to represent the power consumption of appliances 
(Electrical_Appliances_Power_Installed subclass), the power consumption of 
the lamps and generally any other device that is associated with the luminaire 
(Lighting_Electrical_Power_Installed subclass), or the power consumption of 
the ventilation system (Ventilation_Electrical_Power_Installed subclass).  
 EmmissionMeasure that is used to record the quantity of CO2, CH4, N2O, NOX 
or SO2 emitted to the atmosphere per unit of delivered energy, using a specific 
subclass for each one of these compounds. 
A visualization of the above referenced classes can be found in the following figures. 
                                                 
28 Urban Energy Ontology, Retrieved September 5, 2015 from http://www.semanco-tools.eu/urban-enery-
ontology  
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Figure 8: Visualization of PowerMeasure class and its subclasses 
 
Figure 9: Visualization of EmissionMeasure class and its subclasses 
Urban Energy Ontology provides a very detailed semantic model to describe concepts 
related to power consumption. It includes a number of subclasses which can be used to 
directly differentiate power consumption, based to the appliance that absorbs it. An ad-
ditional advantage of the ontology is that it includes a subclass of emission coefficient 
that can be used to represent CO2 emissions – one of the requirements of the project. 
The main disadvantage of the ontology is the very large number of classes and proper-
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ties that it contains, which reduces the comprehensiveness of the ontology and finally 
it’s level of reusability. 
2.1.9 Smart Building Ontology for Ambient Intelligence – BonSAI 
BonSAI ontology’s main objective is to address concepts related with Ambience Intelli-
gence (AmI) in Smart Buildings. AmI is related to the use of computing and electronic 
devices that are both sensitive and responsive to the presence of people [22]. The design 
of this ontology was mainly focused to apply the principles of AmI in large scale sys-
tems that use Service Oriented Architectures. In order to support this requirement Bon-
SAI ontology imports a number of concepts from OWL for Services OWL-S29, which is 
a top-level ontology that aims to semantically enrich service descriptions in order to 
achieve Automatic Web Service discovery, invocation, composition and interoperation. 
Another upper ontology that is imported by BonSAI is CoDAMoS30, in order to use 
concepts such as Resource and User. Although BonSAI ontology addresses generic 
concepts of an AmI, its main implementation objective was to model the SMART IHU 
system, so it includes a small number of classes that are associated with the specific in-
frastructure devices of the University. 
The first level classes which present a significant level of interest are Hardware, which 
is an abstract container of every tangible object that can consume or monitor the con-
sumption of energy and Parameter which is a generic register of any information that 
can be recorded and associated with a device. Hardware class is furtherly subcatego-
rized in Device and Appliance subclasses. A Device can be a Sensor, MultiSensor or 
Actuator, with each of these subclasses being furtherly analyzed in subclasses specific 
to Smart IHU implementation. In the same way, Parameter has a number of subclasses 
(Date, Energy, EnvironmentalParameter, ID, PowerConsumption and Time) denoting 
the exact field of interest that is measured by the parameter. 
The following figure presents a visualization of the entities that are mostly related to our 
domain of interest. 
                                                 
29 OWL-S definition, Retrieved September 5, 2015 from http://www.w3.org/Submission/OWL-S/  
30CoDAMoS ontology, Retrieved September 5, 2015 from 
http://distrinet.cs.kuleuven.be//projects/CoDAMoS/ontology/context.owl  
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Figure 10: BonSAI Ontology classes of interest visualization 
BonSAI Ontology fits perfectly into our domain, as it contains classes that directly 
model all the sensors, devices and appliances that comprise the SMART IHU hardware 
ecosystem. On the other hand the main orientation of the ontology is towards providing 
support to Service Oriented Architectures, in order to augment the automatic discovery 
and reusability of Web services, meaning that the class hierarchy contains a number of 
classes that can be considered as out of scope in regard to the purposes of our project. 
2.1.10 OWL Time Ontology 
OWL Time31 32 is a W3C recommendation, which is in the working draft status and de-
scribes an ontology of temporal concepts, containing a vocabulary which can be used to 
describe the association between topological instants and time intervals, time durations 
and datetime information. This ontology can be heavily used in scenarios where the de-
scription of date, time and the time zone of certain facts, incidents or events must be 
semantically described in order to be exploited by linked data enabled Semantic Web 
applications for querying and combining data that happened in the same point in time. 
                                                 
31 OWL Time ontology definition in OWL Format, Retrieved September 5 2015 from 
http://www.w3.org/2006/time  
32 OWL Time W3C Working draft Retrieved Septmeber 5, 2015 from http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time/   
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OWL Time ontology describes the concept of TemporalEntity, which has two sub-
classes: Interval, which is used to describe a time period with beginning and end, and  
Instant, which is used to describe a specific point in time, or with other words an Inter-
val, whose the beginning and end coincide. Each TemporalEntity class has a Dura-
tionDescription object property, associating the instances of the class with instances of 
the DurationDescription class, which is a formal description of the duration of a tem-
poral entity in years, months, days, hours, minutes and seconds.   Interval class has a 
subclass named DateTimeInterval, whose duration description is named DateTime-
Description and contains extra properties as the dayOfWeek, dayOfYear, week and es-
pecially the TimeZone, since in order to correctly define a datetime, we need the relative 
time zone. 
The following figure presents a visualization of the entities that are mostly related to our 
domain of interest. 
 
Figure 11: OWL Time Ontology classes of interest visualization 
OWL Time is an ontology that describes in the most useful way data that have a date 
and time dimension, since it provides the ability to uniquely and unambiguously de-
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scribe both points in time and time periods. Since the data of SMART IHU project have 
got a very strong dependency on time (e.g. each measurement is recorded in a specific 
datetime instance), it is a very good candidate to be used for semantically describing the 
power and environmental measurement dates and times. 
2.1.11 Measurement Unit Ontology (MUO) 
The Measurement Unit Ontology33 aims into describing concepts as physical qualities, 
the base and derived measurement units that are used into defining the values of these, 
the way to calculate the derived units out of their respective base unit and the multiples 
and submultiples of each unit. MUO ontology includes a large number of individuals, 
containing for example all the measurement units of the International System of Units 
(SI), thus giving the ability to semantically describe datasets that contain values of 
physical qualities using the appropriate measurement unit, which raises the level of data 
interoperability. 
The most important entities are the following  
muo: Base unit: This is the class of all units that do not derive from any other unit. In-
stead individuals belonging to this class can be used as a basis from which other units 
can derive.  
muo: Derived unit: This is the class of all units which are created as combinations of 
other base or derived units. 
muo: Physical quality: This class semantically describes all physical qualities that can 
be quantified, meaning that they can be expressed in measurable quantities. The ontolo-
gy contains individuals for a very large number of qualities like frequency, length, pow-
er, time, etc. 
The following figure presents a visualization of the entities that are mostly related to our 
domain of interest. 
                                                 




Figure 12: MUO Ontology basic entities visualization 
Measurement Unit Ontology is a very popular ontology, since it contains a vocabulary 
of the most frequent physical quantities that could be used in a plethora of applications, 
together with the measurement units that should be used to describe the values of these 
quantities. SMART IHU project contains measurements for a number of specific physi-
cal qualities as power, temperature, humidity and luminance. These measurements are 
not usable if they are not accompanied with a semantic description of both the physical 
quality and the measurement unit that is used, so it is obvious that MUO ontology is a 
great fit for the purposes of the current project. 
2.2 Existing energy-related datasets published as 
Linked Data 
The current section contains the results of the research on existing energy-related da-
tasets which are already published using Linked Data format. The datasets discovered 
will be rated according to their completeness, volume, degree of interlinking with other 
datasets and a number of other attributes, which might point to a couple of datasets that 
might be good candidates for interlinking. 
The following portals host a large number of datasets containing energy consumption 
data. 
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Open Energy Data published by the United States Department of Energy (Ener-
gy.gov)34. This portal maintains an Open Data Catalogue35 which is available in JSON 
format in order to be machine readable. This catalogue contains all energy and envi-
ronmental datasets maintained by the department and its program and staff offices. Each 
dataset is published in a plethora of formats (text/csv, xls, xlsx, pdf, dat) which can be 
directly accessed or downloaded.  
RESTful API provided by United States Energy Information Administration 
(EIA)36. This is an endpoint which accepts HTTP Requests aligned to the REST Web 
Services architecture and returns data in JSON format. The service requires registration 
by using a simple e-mail and issues a key which is subsequently used at every request. 
The form of the request is http://api.eia.gov/category/?api_key=KEY&category_id=1, 
where category_id defines the data category that the caller is interested in. Indicative 
categories include electricity, coal, petroleum, natural gas, total energy, etc. 
Energy Consumption Open Data Sets published by United Kingdom Government 
(data.gov.uk)37. This portal provides datasets in csv, html, xls and pdf formats, while 
also providing a Web Services endpoint38, which provides RESTful and functional ac-
cess to the datasets. The API used is CKAN Action API, which except of providing 
standard RESTful access, has extensive support for Linked Data and RDF, by mapping 
the CKAN dataset schema to linked data formats. 
OpenEI Energy Consumption Datasets39. OpenEI is a platform which aims into be-
coming a global leader in the energy data collection, publishing and application ena-
blement. The platform provides access to datasets that are available in various formats 
                                                 
34 Open Energy Data Retrieved September 28, 2015 from http://energy.gov/data/open-energy-data 
35 Open Data Catalogue Retrieved September 28, 2015 from http://energy.gov/data/downloads/open-data-
catalogue  
36 Energy Information Administration RESTful API Retrieved September 28, 2015 from 
http://www.eia.gov/beta/api/index.cfm 
37 Energy consumption datasets Retrieved September 28, 2015 from 
https://data.gov.uk/data/search?tags=energy-consumption  
38 Data Gov UK RESTful API Retrieved September 28, 2015 from https://data.gov.uk/data/api  
39 OpenEI Energy Consumption Datasets  Retrieved September 29, 2015 from 
http://en.openei.org/datasets/dataset?tags=Energy+Consumption&_tags_limit=0  
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(csv, xls, xlsx, and html). The portal provides data in Linked Open Data Format and 
makes these available in two main and equally important ways: 
 As Linked Open Data [1] using a RESTful Web interface, through which the 
caller can choose between RDF or HTML representations of data, and 
 SPARQL endpoint40, which makes use of the standardized querying language 
for accessing data. 
REEEP Open Linked Data41. REEEP is a non-profit organization who “invests in 
clean energy markets in developing countries to reduce CO2 emissions and build pros-
perity”42. It provides access to energy consumption Linked Open Data in RDF formats, 
using well-known vocabularies as FOAF (Friend Of A Friend) for describing actors, 
Geonames for describing countries, SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System) 
for categories and categorization, etc. Data can be accessed either through a RESTful 
interface, or through a SPARQL endpoint. 
It is obvious that there is a plethora of datasets regarding energy consumption and envi-
ronmental parameters, which can be either directly downloaded in various formats, or 
accessed through RESTful APIs or SPARQL endpoints. The main problem with the 
downloadable datasets is that data are not semantically enriched and must be processed 
in order to be, while data available from service endpoints are already described by 
popular vocabularies or well-known ontologies, so it is easier to interlink with them.  
2.3 Linked Data Principles and benefits 
Semantic Web has evolved as the prominent way of having well-defined data on the 
Web so that it can be discovered and interpreted by machines thus enable them to make 
integrations, aggregations and accomplish innovative tasks. Linked Data technologies 
provide the means to publish in this desired machine-readable format based on open 
standards for data identification and retrieval [1, 2, 3, and 4].  
Linked Data are based on principles introduced by Tim Berners Lee in 2006 and can be 
summarized as follows [1]: 
                                                 
40 OpenEI SPARQL endpoint, Retrieved September 29, 2015 from http://en.openei.org/sparql  
41 REEEP open data for developers, Retrieved October 2, 2015 from http://data.reeep.org/  
42 About REEEP, Retrieved October 2, 2015 from http://www.reeep.org/about-reeep  
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1. Use Universal Resource Identifiers (Uris) to identify anything in the world.  
2. Use the Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP) protocol to retrieve those Uris 
3. Use open standards like RDF or SPARQL to describe the Uris in a meaningful 
way 
4. Link them to other Uris so more information can be discovered 
The use of Uris to assign unique, global identifiers to every resource has been acknowl-
edged as essential for the evolution of Semantic Web [1, 5]. Uris and unique identifiers 
were not as important in the traditional Web where it was enough for a web document 
to have a URL so it can be retrieved through a browser. In Semantic Web though, we 
don’t want only to refer to documents, but also real-world objects and there should be 
no ambiguity between the real-world object itself and the document that describes it. 
Two types of Uris can be used to uniquely represent non-document objects: Hash Uris 
and 303 Uris. Hash Uris use a fragment, which is separated from the rest of the URI by 
a hash symbol (“#”) like for example http://www.example.com/stuff#Person. 303 Uris 
e.g., http://www.example.com/stuff/id/alice use redirect 303 see other to retrieve non-
document objects.  
In both cases an HTTP mechanism, called content-negotiation, is used to return the 
RDF description of the object or the html document that describes the object based on 
the header of the HTTP call. That way the URI will become dereferenceable:  If a per-
son retrieves the Uri through a browser then the html description of the object must be 
returned while if it will be used in a Linked Data application it will return the RDF de-
scription of the object. 
The choice between Hash or 303 URIs depends on the decision of the publisher and the 
size and nature of the dataset. When the set of objects that will be described is small and 
stable, then the Hash technique is ideal while if the dataset is bigger the redirect 303 Uri 
mechanism is more appropriate. That is why it is common practice to use Hash Uris to 
create vocabularies and describe classes and properties and 303 Uris for the actual data 
that will be described with that schema [7].  
Ideally, to achieve the goals of Semantic Web, people and machines should refer to the 
same resource using the same URI regardless how that Uris is used inside the bounda-
ries of their enterprise or organization and their selected vocabularies [6]. Although this 
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cannot always be achieved, data owners should publish and maintain well-formed and 
persistent Uris, following best practices [5, 8] with longevity in mind.  
The third Linked data principle introduces open standards like Resource Description 
Framework (RDF) to describe structured data in a form of triples. Each triple consists of 
a subject, the property that describes a relationship and an object. 
 
 
Figure 13: RDF Triple 
The subject is always a URI that represents the resource and the object can either be a 
resource or a literal. The property that dictates the relationship between them, is taken 
from an RDFS or OWL vocabulary that is also identified by URI. Again, best practices 
introduce the use of common, well-known vocabularies wherever it is possible. If the 
relationship that exists between the object and the subject is not defined in any common 
vocabulary, then the data published may extend the common vocabulary by adding 
terms in his own namespace. In general, creating entirely new vocabularies without us-
ing any term from common standard vocabularies can take a great deal of effort and 
lead to the creation of new silos of well-structured data [9] . Although the choice of the 
vocabularies widely depends on the domain, we list below some of the most common 
ones: 
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1. Simple Knowledge Organization System ( skos) has almost become a universal 
standard to describe controlled vocabularies, lists as concepts and define terms 
as being equivalent to each other, narrower, broader, etc. 43 
2. Friend-of-a-Friend (FOAF) describing people and social networks 44 
3. The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) widely used to describe metadata, 
meaning data about the data, like version, title, date, creator and publications 45 
4. The Good Relations 46  vocabulary to describe data used in e-commerce like 
products, prices, stocks, can be added in existing webpages and be understood 
by several search engines like yahoo, BestBuy etc. 47  
5. Org 48and RegOrg 49to describe organization, hierarchies, stuff etc. The second 
is used only for formally registered organization in national registries 
The fourth Linked Data principle refers to the interlinking of data that comes different 
namespaces leading to the form of Web of Data. Interlinking is mostly achieved by stat-
ing that a URI is the same or has some other relationship with an existing URI on the 
web or by mapping terms from different vocabularies (see section 2.4).  
Compliance with all four of the principles is desirable but not necessary. Interlinked da-
ta are considered 5-star Linked Data according to the following 5-star evaluation from 
Tim Berners Lee [1]:   
1. Data is available on the web with an open-data license,  
2. Data is available in a machine readable form,  
3. The machine readable data is in a non-proprietary form (e.g. CSV)  
4. Use open standards to describe the machine readable, non-proprietary data 
                                                 
43 SKOS vocabulary Retrieved August 29, 2015 from http://www.w3.org/2009/08/skos-
reference/skos.html 
44 FOAF vocabulary Retrieved August 29, 2015 from http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/ 
45 DCMI vocabulary Retrieved August 29, 2015 from http://dublincore.org/ documents/dcmi-terms/ 
46 Good Relations Retrieved August 30, 2015 from http://www.heppnetz.de/projects/goodrelations/ 
47 Use of Good Relations In Semantic SEO Retrieved August 30, 2015 http://searchengineland.com/web-
retailers-can-profit-with-semantic-seo-tactics-139414 
48 Org Retrieved September 29, 2015 from http://www.w3.org/ns/org#  
49 RegOrg Retrieved September 29, 2015 from http://www.w3.org/ns/regorg 
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5. all the above, linked with other data to provide context 
However that does not mean that benefits are not derived from the Linked Data ap-
proach before the 5-star point is reached.  
The use of open standards like RDF to describe this machine readable data provides 
context and meaning to the data thus extends its usability beyond the publisher. Having 
unstructured or text data hinders its use and makes it impossible for machines to discov-
er and integrate the information without human intervention.  Machine readable data in 
non-proprietary format enables their use and reuse in different information systems and 
for different purposes [10].  In addition, the use of widely-accepted vocabularies pro-
vides consensus and interoperability and enables the integration of the data regardless of 
their original format and the different identification and retrieval mechanisms [10, 11, 
12].   
Governments and organizations have realized the potential of publishing their data on 
the Web under open license and in machine readable formats, supplemented by a small 
number of data made available from businesses and individuals [13]. Transparency, re-
use, economic growth, aggregations and the creation of new innovative applications are 
some of the motives of the Open Government Movement (OGD) and Linked Data tech-
niques have been proven ideal as a means to that goal.  
Figure 2 depicts existing datasets that have been published as Linked Data known as 
LOD cloud Diagram, colored by the different domain they belong too. The outgoing 
links between the datasets [14] form the Web of Data, a giant graph where Linked Data 
browsers and crawlers can navigate and discover new relevant data sources. Figure 3 
reveals a categorization of the LOD datasets based on the number of outgoing RDF 
links. 
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Figure 14: Linking Open Data cloud diagram 2014, by Max Schmachtenberg, Christian Bizer, 
Anja Jentzsch and Richard Cyganiak. . 50 
 
  
Figure 15: LOD datasets by the absolute number of outgoing RDF links 51 
 
Businesses have also started to embrace the Open Data movement to take advantage of 
the services and advantages it offers as summarized in Figure 16: Reasons for a 
business to open its data - taken from [13].  
                                                 
50 Retrieved September 9, 2015 from http://lod-cloud.net/" 
51 State of LOD Diagram, Retrieved September 8, 2015 from http://lod-cloud.net/state/ 
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Figure 16: Reasons for a business to open its data - taken from 
Nevertheless not all Linked Data are open and not all Open Data are linked. We refer to 
the term “Linked Open Data” when data follow Linked Data principles and are availa-
ble on the web under permissive licenses. “Linked Data” may also refer to private da-
tasets following Linked Data principles that are linked together. There is considerable 
interest from businesses around the world in using these principles for data integration 
and sharing in “closed", access controlled environments. Data in these cases are not 
openly published in the web and they are not interlinked with other datasets outside the 
borders of the organization. However, businesses still greatly benefit from Linked Data, 
especially when data come from diverse data sources, it is less predictive in nature and 
there is a need for data connectivity and integration of information.  Connectivity re-
quires resolving identity and meaning of the information from the different data sources 
and Linked Data techniques offers a way of uniquely identify, connect and access this 
data. They offer a standard based solution on data integration and the efficient use of the 
available information in a business context.  
A typical business has mission critical applications from various vendors running on 
different technologies and communicating via different routes. These applications create 
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disparate data sources, data silos and introduce enormous costs. Linked Data paradigm 
addresses the problem of data heterogeneity and creates semantically rich and interoper-
able data sources. Data are decoupled from their structure, unlikely e.g. relational data-
bases that are more resistant to change, and new data and schemas can be added without 
big bang approaches and additional costs for information systems adjustments.  
The standardized Linked Data representation creates new insights and value chains of 
information on the existing business data interconnecting different company branches 
and facilitates the immediate consuming of relevant third party organization content. 
Implicit knowledge that could not be identified without human intervention is now ex-
plicit and new unidentified data association are visible. Metadata, defined as “data about 
the data” and provenance triples, added to the Linked Data datasets, increase their usa-
bility and addresses the problem of versioning.  
Many organization, governments and businesses convinced of the benefits have turned 
their interests to Linked Data. In the following chapter we will examine technologies 
and tools for publishing and consumption of Linked Data. 
2.4 Technologies and tools for publishing and con-
suming Linked Data 
The need for integration of desperate data sources, the velocity and variety of data and 
the need for more meaningful data have led enterprises and organization to publish 
Linked Data and adopt semantic web standards to bring their data in its full potential. 
The implementation of Linked Data is added on top of existing data, systems and ser-
vices and widely follows the following pipeline: 
1. Identification of the available data which includes: 
Identification of the original data sources since data may reside in relational databases, 
excel and xml documents but information can also be hidden in pdf, e-mails, websites 
and presentations. This unstructured data may include hard-won knowledge and valua-
ble information that should be also available and retrievable across the organization. 
The retrieval procedures of the raw data, depend on where the data reside. 
Important point here separation of public and private data. The data owner should de-
cide what data should be better to remain private and which datasets can become public. 
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Accessibility approaches should be defined based on this decision and in addition li-
censing on use and re-use for the data. Creative Commons is a good starting place52.  
Versioning approaches and provenance information should also be considered. These 
should accompany the new Linked Datasets so people that will use them will know 
where this data came from, the frequency that it is updated, creation and modification 
dates and the author and contributors of the dataset. More metadata may be added de-
pending on the needs and common models have been developed. Terms from DCIM 
vocabulary are commonly used to describe this metadata as Linked Data, VoiD53 is used 
to annotate RDF datasets while Vaem ontology54 is another vocabulary for describing 
ontologies regarding dates, confidentiality, provenance and where to find attribution and 
governance.  
2. Definition of the URI strategy. In that stage of the pipeline, the publishers should 
design their URI strategy as discussed in section 2.3. 
3. Modelling meaning the choice of the appropriate vocabulary that best describes 
the meaning of the data to be published. This is usually written in RDFS or 
OWL and is domain specific. The use of common vocabularies or ontologies, if 
exist, is highly desirable to make the data more interoperable.  LOV55 can be 
used as an entry point to identify reusable vocabularies and W3C recommended 
vocabularies have great potential of creating discoverable data.  
In general modelling Linked Data is not a straightforward procedure as existing vocabu-
laries cannot describe the full meaning of the data of an enterprise or organization and 
new vocabularies with new terms must be created. Semantic Web tools like TopBraid 
Composer56 and Protégé57 can be used in this case. New namespaces must be defined 
for these new vocabularies and it is best practice to connect them with common ones 
                                                 
52 Creative Commons Retrieved September 21, 2015 from http://creativecommons.org/ 
53 VoiD Vocabulary Retrieved September, 20 ,2015 from http://www.w3.org/TR/void/ 
54 Vaem Ontology Retrieved September, 20 ,2015 from http://linkedmodel.org/doc/vaem/1.2/ 
55 LOV Retrieved September 20,2015 from http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/ 
56 TopBraid Composer Retrieved September 20,2015 from 
http://www.topquadrant.com/downloads/topbraid-composer-install/ 
57 Protégé Retrieved September 20,2015 from http://protege.stanford.edu/ 
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wherever it is possible either by subclassing or with the use of properties of imported 
common vocabularies. 
Specially note should be made to SKOS58, the Simple Knowledge Organization System 
which is a W3C standard to represent controlled vocabularies, taxonomies and thesauri. 
“Controlled vocabularies” is a set of common agreed lists of “something” in the context 
of an organization that is governed and maintained of the organization so its members 
can refer to and use as a trusted source. Then the members of the organization can be 
certain that they are talking for the same “thing”. And most importantly, they are using 
the same term to refer to it. For example some users may use the term “Athens” to refer 
to concept of the capital of Greece and others use the word “Athina”. Having a con-
trolled vocabulary of cities where in the concept of cities only “Athens” is there, will 
establish the desired interoperability. Everyone that has to refer to that city should use 
this term.  
Taxonomies goes one step further by providing additional terms like broader, narrower 
and alternative labels to a concept. So the concept “Athens” might have broader concept 
“Greece” and alternative name “Athena”. SKOS vocabulary has become the standard to 
represent taxonomies in the Linked Data world. By describing the lists as concepts 
works very well with ontologies towards the Semantic Web goals when the ontologies 
or the vocabularies that an enterprise or an organization uses to model their data, take 
their values from these SKOS controlled vocabularies. Semantic Web tools like Top-
Braid EVN59, PoolParty60 can be used for the creation and maintenance of controlled 
vocabularies from people with no Semantic Web background through a simple user in-
terface while the underlying data will be stored as RDF data modelled with SKOS. 
4. Publishing the data as RDF 
A variety of tools exists, open source and commercial to support the transformation of 
the original data sources to RDF based on the selected vocabularies identified or created 
in the previous phase. The choice of the most suitable tool is based mostly on the nature 
                                                 
58 SKOS Retrieved September 20,2015 from http://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/ 
59    TopBraid EVN Retrieved September 19,2015 from http://www.topquadrant.com/products/topbraid-
enterprise-vocabulary-net/ 
60 PoolParty Retrieved September 19,2015 from https://www.poolparty.biz/taxonomy-thesaurus-
management/ 
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of the data and different publishing patterns can be followed for the transformation of 
relational, excel, CSV, XML data and unstructured data. Usually in organizations and 
enterprises data comes from different data sources with various formats so combinations 
are in order. 
Publishing Relational Data: Databases are the core asset of every organization and rela-
tional ones (RDB) is the state-of-art in the business world. Therefore there has been a 
considerable effort to transform RDB and RDF and has resulted to mature technologies 
that follow two different basic approaches. 
The first approach consists of transforming the RDB data to actual RDF triples and 
store the triples in the triplestore. This approach results to good timings in retrieving and 
using the new RDF data but creates the problem of synchronization between RDB and 
RDF data, duplication of the same information and duplication of resources needed to 
keep both systems up-to-date. 
In the second approach, which is the most dominant one, the RDB data are “virtually” 
transformed to RDF. A semantic view on the RDB data is created, that allows users to 
see and use triples but these triples are not materialized anywhere. This semantic view 
of the relational database eliminates the problem of keeping two data sources synchro-
nized; there aren’t two data sources but just one and mapping tools allow us to see that 
data source as triples. RDB2RDF standardization efforts for the mapping procedure has 
been made by w3c 61 which heavily rely on a standard mapping language R2RML62 
R2RML is a W3C supported language to express the mapping from relational data to 
triples. In general the mapping dictates that every RDB record is an RDF node, every 
RDB column is an RDF predicate and every RDB cell is an RDF object. Many systems 
leverage those principles to create automated mappings with D2RQ and Virtuoso RDF 
Views as the most popular ones. These tools, along with the choice of creating semantic 
“views” on the data or materialize the relational data to triples will be examined with 
more details on a chapter 2.5 
                                                 
61 A direct mapping from relational data to RDF.  Retrieved October 11, 2015 from 
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdb-direct-mapping/ 
62  R2RML Retrieved October 11, 2015 from  http://www.w3.org/TR/2012/REC-r2rml-20120927/ 
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Publishing Excel, CSV Data: Many of the data are today kept in spreadsheets. Their 
format varies from a table with a column header on top to hierarchical formats with 
multiple tables in the same worksheet. TopBraid Composer in its commercial editions 
includes many different capabilities of importing spreadsheets, csv, txt etc. that might 
be based on automated conversions but can also use an existing ontology. When no on-
tology exists, the general rules in automated conversions are that every worksheet be-
comes a class, the column heading in the first row becomes a property and all the other 
rows below that becomes objects. The URIs if the resources are constructed based on 
the file location, name and row. After the automated transformations. Other transfor-
mation may occur with standard vocabularies to provide the data with more semantics. 
Other kind of transformations for more complicated spreadsheet formats are also avail-
able [15] 
OpenRefine Rdf Extension 63 is an evolution of Google Refine RDF extension that ease 
the CSV to RDF process and also includes extensive cleaning and reconciliation capa-
bilities. The user provides the base Uri for the new resources and imports the vocabular-
ies that will be used in the transform. The whole mapping procedure can be saved as a 
template, so it can be reused from anyone with the same kind of input data. This is a 
very powerful capability because you can give instructions to the potential publishers of 
the RDF data what should be the format of their original csv data, provide them the 
template and the transform can be done without the users even be aware what semantic 
technology is. A very good example is given from the supporters of ADMS vocabulary 
in JoinUp platform of the European Commission [16].  
A number of other open source or commercial tools exist like Anzo for Excel64 , Virtuo-
so sponger cartridges, RdbToOnto65 etc. fact that reveals the interest of the Linked Data 
community on that kind of transformations. 
Publishing XML Data: XML is a widely adopted interchange format and the rise of 
Semantic Web a number of tools have been developed to transform them to RDF. Most 
                                                 
63 OpenRefine Rdf Extension Retrieved October 11, 2015 from http://refine.deri.ie/ 
64 Anzo for Excel.  Retrieved October 11, 2015 from 
https://supportcenter.cambridgesemantics.com/support/downloads 
65 RDB to Onto.  Retrieved October 11, 2015 from http://sourceforge.net/projects/rdbtoonto/  
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of them are based on XML Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) language and 
Xpath expressions. The original data are not changed but a new file, more conveniently 
in RDF/XML serialization, is created that contains the triples that are the result of the 
XSLT transform.  
W3C has developed a standard called GRDDL (Gleaning Resource Descriptions 
from Dialects of Languages) with markups to ensure that the XSLT output triples are 
indeed RDF compatible and link the xml with XSLT document for persistent trans-
forms.  
However, this solution has the drawback that the users must have knowledge of the rela-
tively complicated XSLT language. TopBraid Composer Maestro Edition has multiple 
ways of transforming XML to triples. Semantic XML is one of them that automatically 
transforms XML to RDF so it can be queried but also manipulated as desired and update 
back the xml. The basic idea is that every element is transformed into a class and every 
attribute as datatype property. Another feature of the product, transforms XML Schemas 
to an ontology so every xml file can be annotated to use that ontology when transformed 
to RDF. As said, this technology can also be used for roundtrips, so any change in the 
RDF triples will also be reflected to the original xml files 
Publishing Unstructured data: Linked Data paradigm revolutionized the way infor-
mation is extracted from unstructured sources. Basic corporate data and knowledge is 
stored is various sources like texts, pdfs, e-mails and maybe scattered in several web-
sites. Additional information may reside in Web 2.0 applications like Facebook, Flicker, 
Instagram or may need to be acquired from Amazon, Geonames or other APIs. Extract-
ing data from these unstructured sources, model them with appropriate ontologies and 
make the available to the organization or enterprise for integration and aggregations 
with the rest of the data, is highly desirable. 
Several natural Language Processing (NLP) tools, language resources and annotations 
have been developed over that goal. The NLP Interchange Format (NIF) is an 
RDF/OWL based format specially developed to achieve interoperability between these 
NLP tools. It contains RDF and OWL vocabularies and guidelines to publish Linked 
data and it is supported by the NLP2RDF project66. A framework that currently uses 
                                                 
66 NLP2RDF project. Retrieved October 11, 2015 from http://persistence.uni-leipzig.org/nlp2rdf/ 
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NIF standard is DBpedia Spotlight67. It is used to automatically create RDF data by an-
notating DBpedia resources on given texts by recognizing names of concepts or entities 
that have been mentioned.  
Apache Standbol68 is a powerful set of components for semantic annotation in Content 
Management Systems ( CMS). It can be used as a standalone application or web appli-
cation and its functionality can be used as Rest API returning RDF. Recent version sup-
ports JSONLD serialization.  
User friendly tools have been developed to facilitate the extraction of unstructured data. 
Some of them are based in the creation of business taxonomies with terms of interest 
that are used for annotating while others have more advanced logic and offer auto tag-
ging based on trained datasets. 
PoolParty Text Mining and Entity Extraction69 is a framework developed from Seman-
tic Web Company which uses taxonomies and other controlled vocabularies 
((http://www.poolparty.biz) to create tags based on terms taken from these controlled 
vocabularies. 
AutoClassifier70 is a new add-on to TopBraid EVN tool that allows automatic assign-
ment of taxonomy concepts to content resources, based on machine learning.  
5. Storing and serving 
Common practice in that phase of the pipeline is to store the triples to a selected triple-
store and make them available through a SPARQL endpoint. Triplestores are Graph-
based databases where each graph is identified by its own base Uri. A huge range of tri-
plestores are currently available: Oracle Spatial and Graph, Allegro Graph, Open Link 
Virtuoso 6 and 7, Jena TDB, Sesame, Owlim et.al. Some of the triplestores are open 
source or have an open source version while others are purely commercial. The choice 
between them may also depend if the triplestore supports SPARQL 1.1, SPARQL Up-
date and the existence of reasoning and constraints. However the most important factor 
                                                 
67 DBpedia Spotlight. Retrieved October 11, 2015 from http://spotlight.dbpedia.org 
68 Apache Stanbol. Retrieved October 11, 2015 from http://stanbol.apache.org/ 
69 PoolParty text extraction. Retrieved October 11, 2015 from https://www.poolparty.biz/text-mining-
entity-extraction/ 
70 TopBraid Evn and autoclassifier Retrieved October 11, 2015 from  
http://www.topquadrant.com/products/topbraid-enterprise-vocabulary-net/ 
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is performance and various benchmarks have been comparing the performance of these 
storage systems that expose SPARQL endpoints. Known benchmarks are Berlin 
SPARQL Benchmark71 and Lehigh University Benchmark (LUBM)72. 
Along with making the data available in a SPAQL endpoint, which is almost a standard 
practice in the Linked Data world, making the URIs dereferenceable, provide them as 
RDF dumps or through a Rest API are also other practices that are followed for hosting 
and serving. 
6. Interlinking of the newly produced RDF data with other data sources 
The discovery of more relevant data and interlinking with them is the main idea behind 
Semantic Web. However, interlinking is not always a straightforward procedure. The 
discovery of relevant information is facilitated with semantic browsers and search en-
gines and also needs the discovery of joint points between the desperate datasets for the 
creation of explicit RDF links. The prominent tool for creating links between different 
datasets is SILK73 that through a variety of metrics and transformation functions deter-
mines the similarity of compared RDF resources and creates RDF triples to connect 
them based on a specified property. Usually this property is owl:sameAs, which is also 
the dominant property used to create links between RDF resources that represent the 
same thing. SILK can be used as a command line application but also offers a conven-
ient user interface namely Silk Workbench. 
However not only RDF resources but also RDF properties needs to be interconnected. 
This is type of linking is called vocabulary mapping and it can be used when an organi-
zation has created its own proprietary vocabulary and wants to map the terms of that 
vocabulary with terms taken from standard well-known vocabularies facilitates to in-
teroperability and reuse of their data from other publishers. R2R[17,18] is a mapping 
language developed to express terms correspondence and also provides an API to dis-
cover and execute these mappings. It also provides a convenient user interface where a 
                                                 
71 Berlin Benchmark. Retrieved October 11, 2015 from  http://wifo5-03.informatik.uni-
mannheim.de/bizer/berlinsparqlbenchmark/results/V7/ 
72 Lehigh University Benchmark (LUBM) Retrieved October 11, 2015 from  
http://swat.cse.lehigh.edu/projects/lubm/ 
73 SILK Retrieved October 11, 2015 from  http://silk-framework.com/ 
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user can select the input data from SPARQL endpoints or RDF dumps, create the map-
pings and them back to the datasets. 
2.5 Tools and methodologies for converting Rela-
tional Data to Linked Data 
Since the data that we are going to publish are already stored in a Relational Database, 
we have made a research concerning existing state-of-the-art methodologies and tools 
that allow us to retrieve relational data and publish them using Linked Data technolo-
gies. In the following paragraphs we will present the most advanced of them. Special 
focus will be given to methodologies that permit us to automatically publish new data, 
without end-user intervention. 
2.5.1 R2RML: RDB to RDF mapping language 
R2RML is a W3C Recommendation74 for a language that is used to define the mapping 
between relational data and RDF datasets. The language was initially proposed on Oc-
tober 201075 and reached the recommendation status on September 2012. An R2RML 
mapping is expressed as an RDF graph and is written in Turtle syntax. The database that 
contains the actual relational data is called the input database. The recommendation us-
es the concept of R2RML processor, which is a software system that connects to the in-
put database and uses the R2RML mapping in order to create the output dataset. 
R2RML data validator is an optional system that can scan the input database using the 
mapping file and detect any data errors that could lead to invalid RDF terms. Finally an 
R2RML default mapping generator is a facility tool that can automatically create an 
R2RML mapping (the default mapping), which can by later customized in order to 
adapt to the specific application requirements. 
R2RML recommendation defines the details of mapping simple tables, foreign key con-
straints, joined tables, many-to-many relations, computations on data and translation of 
datatype codes. 
                                                 
74 W3C R2RML Recommendation, Retrieved September 30, 2015 from http://www.w3.org/TR/r2rml/  
75 W3C R2RML initial working draft, Retrieved September 30, 2015 from 
http://www.w3.org/TR/2010/WD-r2rml-20101028/  
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As a W3C Recommendation, R2RML provides a standard which must be taken into 
consideration by all software vendors that create systems which generate RDB to RDF 
mappers, or processors that use these mappings to create output datasets. 
2.5.2 D2RQ Platform 
The D2RQ Platform76 is an integrated system consisted of a mapping language, a trans-
formation engine in the form of a plug-in for the Jena Semantic Web toolkit, an HTTP 
Server and a number of tools that provide the ability to create virtual and read-only 
RDF-Graphs77, out of existing relational databases. The most important features of the 
D2RQ platform are the following: 
 An end-user can use SPARQL to directly access data that do not reside in an 
RDF database, but exist in an RDBMS. 
 RDBMS data can be accessed as Linked Data over the Web. Using this feature 
third applications can interlink and navigate through data that were not accessi-
ble in their raw format. 
 Relational data can be exported from the relational database in the form of RDF 
triples78. Then they can be loaded in an RDF triple store. 
 An application can use Apache Jena API79 to directly access information that 
does not reside in an RDF database. This way application developers can take 
advantage of all the benefits of Linked Data and write interoperable applications 
even on data that are not published using the Linked Data format. 
One of the main building blocks of the D2RQ platform is the D2RQ Mapping Lan-
guage. This is a declarative language that can be used to describe in detail the mechan-
ics of converting relational database schemas to RDF vocabularies or OWL ontologies. 
                                                 
76 D2RQ platform main page, Retrieved September 30, 2015 from http://d2rq.org/  
77 Definition of RDF Graph by W3C, Retrieved September 30, 2015 from 
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-rdf-concepts-20040210/#dfn-rdf-graph  
78 Definition of RDF Triple by W3C, Retrieved September 30, 2015 from 
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-rdf-concepts-20040210/#dfn-rdf-triple  
79 Apache Jena portal Retrieved September 30, 2015 from http://jena.apache.org/  
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The mapping is available as an RDF document80 written by using the Turtle language. 
D2RQ Mapping Language is not compatible with R2RML recommendations. At the 
time that this document was written there was a development preview of D2RQ plat-
form supporting R2RML mapping language81, but the official production version (0.8.1) 
did not support R2RML. D2RQ mapping language provides mechanisms to define: 
 Details of the database connection. The platform uses JDBC as the database 
connection protocol, so it currently supports any relational database that can 
provide a JDBC driver. 
 ClassMap instances, which are mappings of a database table to a class or a group 
of classes of a vocabulary or an ontology. Mapping engine uses this mapping in 
order to create class instances out of database records. 
 PropertyBridge instances, which are mappings of a column of a database to a da-
ta or object property of an ontology.  
 Translation of values read from the database to a more appropriate value before 
converting them to RDF. 
 Create conditional mappings, in order to limit the amount of data that is actually 
converted to RDF. This is useful in cases where a part of the database must not 
be accessible due to the fact that it contains information that is not up-to-date, or 
the users are not authorized to access. 
D2RQ engine is essentially a plug-in component that can be used to any Semantic Web 
application that is written over the Apache Jena Java framework, in order to expand its 
functionality by providing access to virtual RDF graphs, which are created by relational 
data. The engine uses a D2RQ mapping file as a guide for the conversion and provides 
the ability to the developer to use either the higher level and richer Jena ModelAPI or 
the lower level and simpler Jena GraphAPI to get access to the virtual graph. Using this 
architecture, the details of the mapping are transparent to the developer, who can handle 
the virtual graph as any other graph that might be created out of RDF triples. 
                                                 
80 D2RQ mapping , Retrieved September 30, 2015 from http://www.wiwiss.fu-
berlin.de/suhl/bizer/D2RQ/0.1#  
81 D2RQ development preview supporting R2RML, Retrieved October 12, 2015 from 
https://github.com/d2rq/d2rq/downloads  
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D2R Server is a tool written on top of the D2RQ engine that publishes relational data as 
Linked Data, allowing for Semantic Web applications to query and browse data without 
prior converting them to RDF triples. This server provides a SPARQL endpoint that can 
be used for querying data and an HTTP Web interface that can be used by Semantic 
Web browsers to navigate through the data while surfing the Web of Data. Under the 
hood D2R Server parses Web Requests and SPARQL queries and converts them into 
SQL queries by using the provided D2RQ mapping file. This approach provides the 
ability to query the database without explicitly converting relational data to RDF triples. 
Generate-mapping is a tool that can be used to automatically create a default mapping 
file out of a database schema, by mapping each database table to a new RDFS class hav-
ing the same name as the table and each database column to a new property of the class, 
using the same naming strategy. This mapping file can later be used by D2RQ engine in 
order to guide the mapping process. 
Dump-rdf is another tool provided by the platform that can use an existing mapping file 
or automatically create a new one in order to create an RDF file that will contain the 
contents of the database in TURTLE, RDF/XML, RDF/XML-ABBREV, N3 or N-
TRIPLE (which is the default) format. 
2.5.3 Virtuoso RDF Views 
Virtuoso RDF Views82 is a mechanism for providing access to relational data that reside 
in Virtuoso Universal Server83, by using a declarative Meta Schema Language in order 
to describe the mapping between relational data and RDF. This mapping is highly cus-
tomizable and also dynamic, meaning that modifications to data are directly reflected to 
the RDF representation, without any need for intervention. 
The mapping is described by a quad map pattern, which gets its name from the fact that 
it is comprised out of four declarations. These declarations are the graph, subject, pred-
icate and object and practically define the way that each component of a triple gets its 
value from the relational data. The quad map pattern also supports including Boolean 
                                                 
82 Virtuoso RDF Views whitepaper, Retrieved October 1, 2015 from 
http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/whitepapers/relational%20rdf%20views%20mapping.html  
83 OpenLink Software web site, Retrieved October 1, 2015 from http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/  
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expressions that are used to select only a relevant subset of the data and techniques to 
support joining tables by referencing columns that belong to different tables. 
2.6 Conclusions 
In the previous paragraphs we have made a detailed presentation of existing ontologies 
and vocabularies that are already describing concepts regarding power consumption and 
environmental parameters measurement. We have also reviewed a few of the publicly 
available datasets and their formats and presented the general principles and benefits of 
using the Linked Data approach to publish such datasets. Finally, since the main objec-
tive of the current project is to extract data that are already present in a Relational Data-
base, convert them to Linked Data and publish them, we made a review that summariz-
es the existing methodologies and support tools for converting relational data to Linked 
Data, together with the available tools and technologies that can be used for publishing 
them. In the following pages we will use a couple of tables that summarize the results of 
our research. 
The first table compares the available ontologies, by using attributes as the number of 
available classes, how popular (e.g. already used in other ontologies and applications) 
the ontology is, if it contains definitions for power consumption and environmental con-
cepts and the level of alignment to our project’s scope. 




















Small Low Yes Yes Small 
PowerOnt Very 
small 
Low Yes No Moderate 
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Dolce + DnS Ul-
tralite Ontology 
(DUL) 





















gence – BonSAI 
Moderate Moderate Yes Yes Moderate 




Small High No No High 
Table 1: Ontology comparison 
The second table summarizes the reviewed datasets in terms of available formats (xls, 
txt/csv, pdf and html), whether they are also available in Linked Data format and the 
types of endpoints provided (RESTful or SPARQL).  
Dataset 
Description 






√ √ √     









√ √ √ √ √ √  
Open EI √ √  √ √ √ √ 
REEP     √ √ √ 
Table 2: Available datasets comparison 
The final table compares the available tools and methodologies that could be used for 
converting relational data to Linked Data in terms of the status of each one (e.g. is it a 
recommendation or an already developed tool), whether it supports direct export of rela-
tional data without the need to convert them first and the different RDBMS products 
that each one supports.   
Tool /  
Methodology 
Status Automatic export RDBMS Support 
R2RML W3C  
Recommendation 
- - 
D2RQ Stable platform – 
not under develop-
ment 






Stable platform Yes Virtuoso Universal 
Server 
  
Table 3:  Converting Relational Data to Linked Data tools comparison
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3 Problem Definition 
This chapter will contain a more analytical presentation of the problem that the disserta-
tion tries to tackle. In the following paragraphs we will describe the underlying existing 
database schema and the possible issues that might be raised in the attempt to convert 
relational data into Linked Data and subsequently publish them. 
3.1 Current format and schema of data 
Energy consumption and environmental measurement data reside in the tables of a 
MySQL Relational Database. Following are the most important database tables of the 
schema, together with a short explanation and some sample data: 
3.1.1 Table ccnodes (Current Cost Clamper Devices) 
This table contains static data about the devices that measure the current energy con-
sumption and might also calculate the consumption cost. It consists of the following two 
columns: 
sensorID: This is the unique ID of the sensor (ranges from 0 to 9). 
name: Description of the location that each sensor is attached. 






3.1.2 Table ccdata (Current Cost Clamper Consumption Data) 
This table contains the actual energy consumption measurements, as this is captured by 
the clamper devices. The columns of the table are the following: 
sensorID: The unique ID of the sensor (FOREIGN KEY to ccnodes table) 
date: The exact date of the measurement 
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time: The exact time of the measurement 
temp: Temperature measurement 
phase1Watts: Average consumption in watts for the first of the three phases of the 
electric power system. 
phase2Watts: Average consumption in watts for the second of the three phases of the 
electric power system. 
phase3Watts: Average consumption in watts for the third of the three phases of the 
electric power system. 
phasesum: Sum of the average consumptions of all three phases of the electric power 
system. 
Sample data of the table: 
sensorID Date time Temp phase1watts Phase2watts Phase3watts phasesum 
0 2012-02-13 00:00:00 26 6571 4011 4535 15117 
0 2012-02-13 00:00:07 26.1 6464 4026 4642 15132 
0 2012-02-13 00:00:13 25.9 6463 4049 4662 15174 
        
3.1.3 Table pwnodes (sensors over specific appliances) 
This table contains data describing static and dynamic information about sensor and ac-
tuator devices. The columns of the table are the following: 
SensorID: Unique ID of the Sensor 
Type: String description of the type of the Sensor (One of Circle, Circle+, STEALTH) 
SIHUID: ID of the Sensor as given by IHU 
NetworkID: ID of the Zigbee Mesh Network to which the sensor belongs 
Location: String description of the location that the Sensor resides 
Appliance: Appliance that the sensor measures or controls 
Connection: Dynamic information about the status of the appliance (on/off) 
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SensorID Type SIHUID NetworkID Location Appliance Connection 
19D975C Stick P40 PN4 LAB2   
19E1B32 Circle P40? PN4 ??   
1A4031B STEALTH P433 PN4 LAB1 Lights on 
 
3.1.4 Table pwdata (Hourly appliance consumption) 
This table contains measurements captured by power meter sensors located on applianc-
es at various locations of the University. The columns of the table are the following: 
sensorID: The unique ID of the sensor (FOREIGN KEY to pwnodes table) 
date: Date of the measurement 
time: Time of the measurement (only the hour is important) 
value: The actual value that was measured 
Sample data of the table: 
sensorID date time value 
1A4031B 2014-01-31 14:22:50 125.82 
1A4031B 2014-01-31 14:23:50 123.68 
1A4031B 2014-01-31 14:27:16 124.74 
  
3.1.5 Table prisma_nodes (Environmental Sensors) 
This table consists of the following three columns: 
sensorID : This is the hexademical address of the sensor 
SIHUid : The identification of the sensor as it is provided by IHU (ranges from Q1 to 
Q20). 
Location: This is a String containing the description of the location of the sensor. 
Sample data of the table 
SensorID SIHUID Location 
0013A2004086D070 Q1 LAB1 
0013A200408C3A8A Q2 HALL 
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0013A200408C3A91 Q3 HU1 
 
3.1.6 Table prisma_humidity (Humidity measurements) 
This table hosts the sensor observed values regarding environmental multi-sensors 
manufactured by Prisma. Following is the schema of the table. 
sensorID: The unique ID of the sensor (FOREIGN KEY to prisma_nodes table) 
date: Date of the measurement 
time: Time of the measurement  
value: The actual value that was measured 
Sample data of the table: 
sensorID date time value 
0013a2004086cfd2 2013-03-04 06:44:08 34.47 
0013a2004086cfd2 2013-03-04 10:35:14 29.76 
0013a2004086cfd2 2013-03-05 02:36:23  27.65 
 
Tables prisma_luminance and prisma_temperature have got the exact same schema. 
The only difference is that they contain luminance and temperature measurements, as 
expected by their name. 
3.1.7 Table zwnodes (Z-Wave manufactured environmental nodes) 
Static data regarding the CO2 sensor and other types of sensors are recorded in this ta-
ble. The semantics of each column of the table are the following: 
node_id: The unique ID of each sensing device. 
product_id: The “commercial” name of each product. 
manufacturer_id: A description of the manufacturer of the sensing device. 
location: Room of the university that the device is located. 
Following are some sample data of the table: 
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Node_id product_id manufacturer_id location 
0 YawCam YawCam SciTech1 
1 Stick Aeon Labs LAB1 
3 motion  CAR1 
48 CO2  LAB2 
51 CO2  LAB1 
 
3.1.8 Table zwco2 (CO2 emission measurements) 
This is the table where the CO2 emissions are recorded. The schema of the table is the 
following: 
id: The unique ID of each row of the table 
date: Date of the measurement: 
time: Time of the measurement  
nodeID: The unique ID of the sensor (FOREIGN KEY to zwnodes table) 
value: The actual value of CO2 emissions that was measured 
Data of the table have the following format: 
id date time node_id value 
1 2013-06-05 10:48:11 48 391 
2 2013-06-05 10:48:12 51 432 
3 2013-06-05 01:18:24 48 369 
 
From the presentation of the database schema it is obvious that it is very difficult for a 
third party to achieve the level of comprehension that would be adequate in order to 
take advantage of the data for the following reasons: 
 There are no metadata describing the semantics of each data table and the con-
tents of each column. Human judgement could lead to some conclusions about 
semantics but with high level of insecurity, while machines could not interpret 
data at all. 
 A number of business rules are implied (e.g. phasesum is the sum of all phases) 
but are not explicitly stated, so they cannot be used. 
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 Important information is missing (e.g. what is the measurement unit of each val-
ue), which makes data ambiguous.   
3.2 Problems in converting relational data to 
Linked Data 
Converting legacy data that reside into tables of a Relational Database Management 
System is not a trivial task and there are several obstacles one must surmount in order to 
achieve the task. In the following paragraphs we will analyze the main problems that 
one can find during this conversion procedure. 
The first problem that arises is the identification of classes, object and data properties in 
accordance to the relational schema of the database. The database schema is comprised 
by a number of database tables, which are interconnected through the usage of Foreign 
Key constraints. A Foreign Key constraint characterizes a one-to-many relationship be-
tween two database tables, meaning that one record of the table to which the Foreign 
Key “points” can be associated with zero, one or more records of the table that declares 
the constraint. There are also one-to-one types of relationships that denote that one rec-
ord of a table can be associated with at most one record of the second table and many-
to-many relationships, which are materialized with intermediary database tables that can 
connect each record of each one of the tables with many records of the other and vice 
versa.  
An initial approach would be to create an ontology class for each table, an object prop-
erty for every foreign key constraint and a data property for all the columns of a table 
that contain values of scalar types (e.g. integer, float, char, varchar, etc.). But this ap-
proach is suitable only for trivial cases and database schemas that consist of a very 
small number of tables. In the average database schema some of the tables might be the 
implementation of many-to-many relationships. Additionally, in some cases the data-
base design is the implementation of a complex graph of software classes, with complex 
hierarchies and probably cyclic references between classes. In those cases the design 
might follow the “Table per Subclass” approach, meaning that there will be tables used 
just to differentiate the instances of different subclasses of a single base class and the 
database design might not follow the 2nd and 3rd Normal Form. From the above it is ob-
vious that not all of the tables inside a database schema correspond to entities of the 
problem domain, which means that there is significant difficulty in correctly identifying 
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the association between database tables and ontology classes. Moreover the lack of 
normalization in many cases makes the identification of object properties and the ex-
traction of data in the right form a very difficult task. 
A second problem that we might face is the selection of the most suitable naming strat-
egy for creating the Universal Resource Identifier (Uri) for each individual instance that 
we will create out of records of the database tables. As already referenced the Uri for 
each entity that we attempt to describe must follow the HTTP naming scheme, meaning 
that it must contain a Fully Qualified Domain name, followed by the name of the class 
to which the object that we attempt to describe belongs and a third part which can be 
any sequence of characters that makes the Uri unique. In some cases the database tables 
that contain the instances of the entity have an artificial (created solely for the purpose 
of identifying different records as an ID) or natural (a property of the entity that unique-
ly identifies each instance) column that is the Primary Key of the table, which makes 
the Uri naming strategy straightforward, meaning that the third part of the Uri is always 
the value of this column. Nevertheless there are cases that the Primary Key is consisted 
of more than one columns, or there is no Primary Key defined. In these cases the de-
signer of the conversion has to choose between long Uri naming schemes that make the 
Uri difficult to handle, or random Uri values, which once created is impossible to recre-
ate the association to the database record. 
A third problem that we might face is that the database schema lacks the presence of 
metadata, meaning that unless there is some documentation that formally describes the 
semantics of each table and column, the only way to extract this information is to infer 
it out of the name and the database type of each one of them, which is obvious that pro-
vides questionable results.  
Finally, if the underlying database does not only contain historical stale data but is a live 
database that is constantly updated by adding, modifying or deleting data, the data con-
version engineer must design a solid and efficient mechanism that will synchronize the 
contents of the database with the published linked data. This mechanism must somehow 
take into consideration only the changes made after each synchronization cycle and cre-
ate data only for them, leaving the rest of the data intact.  
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3.3 Issues in publishing Linked Data 
Even when someone has got one or more datasets in Linked Data format, the procedure 
of publishing them, in means of making them available to third parties for reuse can be 
quite cumbersome, because there is a large number of issues that might be faced and 
need attention. 
One of the most common issues is possible encoding problems in URIs. As already 
referenced, each resource in the Semantic Web of data must be uniquely identified by a 
URI. In many cases this unique identifier is automatically constructed out of one or 
more data values. The problem is that URIs support only characters of the ASCII 
character set, which is not suitable when we want to include characters from non-latin 
alphabets or special characters [21]. To resolve this constraint, W3C suggests the usage 
of UTF-8 character set, which uses 1 to 4 bytes for each character, thus supporting 
almost every language that is currently used in the world in combination with 
percentage encoding to convert it to ASCII. More specifically, each character is 
encoded according to the UTF-8 character set and then each byte of the sequence is 
converted to hexademical format and preceeded with the percentage symbol (%). An 
alternative approach to the solution of this problem is the usage of Internationalized 
Resource Identifiers (IRIs), as proposed by W3C in 200184, in which we can directly 
use all UTF-8 characters and the special ASCII characters without the need to preceed 
them with the percentage symbol. The only problem introduced by this approach is that 
directly embedding IRIs containing special characters into XML documents migh cause 
problems into serializing these documents. A number of workarounds to the 
serialization issues have been proposed, the details of which are out of scope for the 
current document. 
A second challenge that is very frequently faced by those who attempt to publish 
Linked Data is finding suitable existing ontologies and vocabularies to semantically 
describe the concepts of the domain, instead of creating new ontologies for the same 
purpose. It is obvious that data described by popular and frequently used ontologies 
have more value in terms of reusability than data described by infrequently used ones. 
One approach that can be applied to this problem is to import generic or hyper-
                                                 
84 Martin J. Durst. Internationalized resource identifiers: From specification to testing. In Proc. of the 19th 
Internationalization and Unicode Conference, San Jose, California, September 2001. 
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ontologies and extend them by creating specific subclasses, or specialized taxonomies 
for addressing the needs of the specific application. A second approach is to combine 
different ontologies and choose the more appropriate classes for each case, taking care 
of the problems of homogenity that might arise.   
As the value of Linked Data lies in the links, one of the usual problems is to discover 
datasets available in such a format that it would be technically feasible to create 
interconnections between the newly published datasets and the already existing ones. In 
many of the cases, data are available in formats that mix the content with the 
presentation, as for example pdf and html. These formats are usually harder to use for 
interlinking data since it easy for people to understand them but they are not machine 
readable. Other formats like xls or csv are easier to be used, but need some form of pre-
processing, before the actual linking can take place. 
Providing access to data in the form of SPARQL Endpoints or RESTful Web Services 
is the preferable method of access for Linked Data. The first method is easier, as it is 
provided as out of the box functionality for a plethora of triple stores. The second can 
also be used but needs extra layers of software on top of the triple store. The difficulty 
in this case relies on making data discoverable (e.g. announcing the presence of data). In 
most of the cases the usage of a domain-specific central portal makes the discovery 
process easier. Using scattered catalogues and websites needs extensive search and most 
of the times leads to lower levels of discoverability. Unfortunately a large number of 
domains lack the existence of such central catalogues, leaving no option for higher 
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4 Contribution 
In this chapter we will present our main approach, choices made and detailed actions 
taken on extracting and publishing the relational SMART-IHU data by using the Linked 
Data Format. We will present in detail the ontology that we used to semantically de-
scribe our data and the tools and technical methodology that we selected to support our 
approach. Furthermore the chapter includes the full lifecycle of the automatic export of 
data and instructions addressed to third parties that would wish to consume the pub-
lished data. 
4.1 The energy-related ontology used 
In Chapter 2.1 (Existing ontologies and vocabularies related to the Energy domain) we 
have presented a number of existing ontologies relative with the problem domain, which 
is the semantic description of energy consumption and also environmental data recorded 
by a number of sensors located in the International Hellenic University. Our objective is 
to create an ontology that will import as much entities and properties as possible from 
the previously referenced ontologies, in order to raise the level of reusability and in-
teroperability of the available data.  
After careful consideration and comparison between all the vocabularies and ontologies 
that were presented, we have identified that the Semantic Sensor Network ontology ref-
erenced in 2.1.5 Semantic Sensor Network Ontology (SSN), which imports DUL ontol-
ogy that was presented in 2.1.4 Dolce + DnS Ultralite Ontology (DUL), defines a large 
number of the concepts and relations that are present in the case of the Smart IHU pro-
ject. Additionally it is a very popular ontology and is generic enough to support possible 
future extensions. As we have described in Chapter 3 Problem Definition, we must map 
concepts which include sensors, locations and appliances to which sensors are attached, 
values of measurements taken by sensors in specific dates and times, descriptions of the 
property that gets measured and definitions of the measurement unit that describes the 
value. SSN Ontology includes a great number of these entities. To be more specific, fol-
lowing are the SSN Entities that can be used to describe our domain concepts. 
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ssn:SensingDevice: This is the main class that represents a device which can implement 
sensing. SensingDevice is a subclass of both ssn:Device and ssn:Sensor, meaning that 
each individual of the SensingDevice class belongs also to these classes.  
ssn:SensorOutput: This class is used to represent a piece of information (an observed 
value) captured by a sensor. This class is a subclass of DUL:InformationObject and the 
anonymous implicitly inferred class of all things that have an ssn:hasValue property and 
the anonymous class of things that have an ssn:isProducedBy property. The hasValue 
property will have values that are ssn:ObservationValue individuals, while the isPro-
ducedBy property will have a value that will be an ssn:Sensor individual. 
ssn:ObservationValue: This class is used to represent the value of an Observation 
which is in essence the exact value that a Sensor has measured and provided as an out-
put. This class is a subclass of DUL:Region and of the anonymous class of all things 
that have a DUL:isRegionFor property. Although the range of this property is 
DUL:Entity, we will restrict it to ssn:SensorOutput for our implementation. 
DUL:Region: This is a generic class that can be used to represent any region in a di-
mensional space. We will use the Region class to represent DateTime individuals that 
are associated with ObservationValue instances through the ssn:ObservationResultTime 
property. 
ssn:Platform: This is a class that describes any entity onto which other entities like 
sensors or other platforms can be attached. It is a subclass of DUL:PhysicalObject and 
of the implicitly inferred class of all the things that have an ssn:attachedSystem property 
having as range the ssn:System class. We will use this class to represent the appliances 
onto which the sensors are attached.  
DUL:Place: This is a generic class which is used to represent approximate and not ex-
act locations. A location can be a geographic area, a non-materialized area that is de-
fined by the presence of other entities, an area defined in the context of other areas, etc. 
Place is a subclass of DUL:SocialObject and the anonymous class of all things that have 
at least one DUL:isLocationOf property. We will use this class to represent IHU Build-
ings and specific areas (e.g. Labs, DataCenter, etc.) inside an IHU Building. We will 
use the isLocationOf property to denote this association of places. 
Another important ontology that we must include in our design is the MUO ontology 
(units of measurement). This ontology will be used to semantically describe the meas-
urement units of the outputs of each sensor. This way the captured measurement will be 
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easily compared to measurements of other existing datasets. The most important entities 
are the following  
muo: Base unit. This is the class of all units that do not derive from any other unit. 
muo: Derived unit. This is the class of all units which are created as combinations of 
other base or derived units  
muo: Physical quality. This class is semantically described all physical qualities that 
can be quantified, meaning that they can be expressed in measurable quantities.  
We will use these three classes in our ontology in order to represent energy, humidity, 
temperature, luminance and any other physical quality we might be using and also ex-
press the quantities in the right units of measurement in order to avoid misinterpretation 
of published data.  
Since the data that we need to publish have got a very strong temporal dimension, we 
also decided to import the OWL Time ontology, in order to represent the dates and 
times of the measurements in a comprehensible and reusable way. To support this we 
decided to use the time:DateTimeDescription entity, which describes each point in 
time in a unique and easy to understand manner. 
Finally we need to define an appropriate taxonomy for all different types of sensors that 
are installed in university’s premises. A suitable taxonomy, at least for the environmen-
tal sensors seems to be the ontology for meteorological sensors, referenced at 2.1.7 
Ontology for Meteorological sensors (AWS). This taxonomy contains classes which can 
describe all humidity, temperature, luminance and CO2 emissions measurement sensors. 
However this taxonomy does not contain classes that can be used by the smart energy 
meters, so we decided to extend the taxonomy by adding suitable subclasses for the 
Plugwise sensors/actuators and CurrentCost’s smart clamper power sensors. 
As a result of the above we created the SMART IHU Linked Data Ontology (smartld), 
which imports DUL, ssn, muo and time ontologies. The base URL of the created ontolo-
gy is the following: 
http://smart.ihu.edu.gr/ld 
The ontology has got a very small number of new classes, in order to support some of 
the concepts that were not present in the imported ontologies. These classes are the fol-
lowing: 
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smartld:ObservationValueWithUnitOfMeasurement: This is a subclass of 
ssn:ObservationValue that contains all instances of ssn:ObservationValue that are con-
nected with instances of muo:UnitOfMeasurement with the use of the property smartld: 
ValueIsMeasuredInUnit. This class is used to cover the fact that ssn ontology is agnos-
tic in regard to muo ontology and in essence makes a bridge between those two ontolo-
gies.  
smartld:SensorType: This is the base class of the taxonomy of Sensor types that are 
used in SMART IHU Linked Data property. 
smartld:EnvironmentalSensorType: This is a subclass of all Sensor types in SMART 
IHU Linked Data property that are of an environmental type. This subclass contains the 





smartld:PowerConsumptionSensorType: This is a subclass of all Sensor types in 
SMART IHU Linked Data property that are set to measure power consumption. This 




Based on the above we also created a subclass of ssn:SensingDevice named 
smartld:SmartIHUSensingDevice that contains all instances of ssn:SensingDevice 
class that are connected with instances of smartld:SensorType with the use of the prop-
erty smartld:hasSensorType.  
We then created two subclasses of the above referenced class named 
smartld:PowerSensingDevice and smartld:EnvironmentalSensingDevice that con-
tain all instances of smartld:SmartIHUSensingDevice whose smartld:hasSensorType 
object property has got a range of smartld:PowerConsumptionSensorType and 
smartld:EnvironmentalSensorType respectively. 
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All the new classes and instances that were created and form SMART IHU Linked Data 
Ontology are depicted in the following diagram. 
 
Figure 17: New classes and instances of the SMART IHU Linked Data Ontology 
Following is a visualization of the part of the ontology that is related to Sensing Devices 
and Sensor Outputs: 
 
Figure 18: Visualization of the Sensing Part of the Ontology 
4.1.1 Ontology and URI design 
As already referenced in paragraph 3.1 Current format and schema of data, information 
currently resides in tables of a relational database. In the following paragraphs we will 
provide the way that records of each table will be transferred to individuals of the pro-
vided ontology. 
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Table ccnodes contains static data about the energy consumption smart metering sen-
sors. Information that is persisted for each sensor is the unique identifier of the sensor, 
and the Location that each sensor resides. Since locations are not explicitly defined in a 
separate table, we will use this table for both enumerating the available sensors and the 
locations onto which sensors are attached. For each sensor we will create an individual 
of type ssn:SensingDevice. The URI of each of these individuals will be created by us-
ing the base URI of our ontology (http://smart.ihu.edu.gr/ld, which will be referenced as 
BaseURI from now on), the prefix “SensingDevice_” and the unique ID of the sensor 
stemming from column SensorID. For example the URI of the first row of the table in-
cluded in § 3.1.1 Table ccnodes (Current Cost Clamper Devices) will be 
http://smart.ihu.edu.gr/ld/SensingDevice_0. Another implicit information that we can 
infer from this table is that each sensing device present here also belongs to 
smartld:PowerSensing class, which is the class of all Smart Clamper sensor devices. Us-
ing the same strategy, we will create DUL:Place individuals for each distinct location 
referenced at the same table. The URI for each individual will be a concatenation of Ba-
seURI, prefix “Place_” and the contents of the name column (for example. 
http://smart.ihu.edu.gr/ld/Place_BuildingA1 for the Location referenced in the first row 
of the same table. In order to depict the information contained in each row that the sen-
sor referenced is physically attached to the place provided we will add to each Place in-
dividual an ssn:attachedSystem object Property, having as value the actual URI of the 
sensor. The above design and example is depicted in Figure 19: From ccnodes table to 
Ontology instances below: 
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Figure 19: From ccnodes table to Ontology instances 
Table prisma_nodes follows the exact same pattern, so we will use the same mapping 
strategy, meaning that we will create for each record an ssn:SensingDevice and a 
DUL:Place individual, using the same naming scheme as in the previous case. Since the 
table contains data describing sensors which can measure three different environmental 
parameters (humidity, temperature and luminance), we will define that each instance is 
associated through the smartld:hasSensorType object property with Prisma_Humidity, 
Prisma_Temperature and Prisma_Luminance instances of the 
smartld:EnvironmentalSensorType class. Since this information is not present in table 
prisma_nodes, we will present later in this chapter the way that we will infer this infor-
mation from other tables. 
Table pwnodes, which contains all Plugwise power consumption nodes has the same 
information as the two tables referenced beforehand, but it also contains information 
about the specific appliance that has absorbed the measured amount of power. Conse-
quently, except of the SensingDevice and Place individuals we will also create 
ssn:Platform individuals for each discrete appliance referenced in column Appliance. 
The naming scheme that will be used for the URIs of these individuals will be a concat-
enation of BaseURI, prefix “Platform_”, the name of the Location and the name of the 
Appliance separated with an underscore (‘_’). We chose to use both Location and Ap-
pliance instead of only Appliance name in order to differentiate between appliances 
with the same name that are located in different places. For each appliance individual 
we will use object property DUL:hasLocation to associate it with the location that it re-
sides and object Property ssn:attachedSystem in order to denote the SensingDevice in-
dividual that records its power consumption. The following figure visualizes individuals 
created by pwnodes table. 
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Figure 20: From pwnodes to ontology instances 
Table ccdata contains the actual energy consumption data per location, as captured from 
the Smart Clamper sensors. These sensors provide both the consumption for each dis-
crete current phase and the total consumption for all current phases. Consumption per 
phase was considered too detailed to be published as information, so the efforts were 
concentrated on publishing the total consumption for all current phases. Each record of 
the table contains an actual measurement of the current energy consumption as captured 
by a specific clamper device for the provided date and time. According to this, we cre-
ate an ssn:SensorOutput individual for each record of ccdata table. The URI used to 
uniquely identify each individual of this class is a concatenation of BaseURI, the prefix 
“SensorOutput_”, sensorID value, date value and time value using an underscore char-
acter (‘_’) as a separator between the values. For example for a measurement taken by 
sensor with sensorID 0 on date 2014-04-18 and time 17:00:11 will have the URI 
http://smart.ihu.edu.gr/ld/SensorOutput_0_2014-04-18_17:00:11. Each individual will 
have an ssn:isProducedBy object property referencing the sensor individual that has 
captured the measurement and an ssn:ObservationResultTime object property referenc-
ing the DUL:Region individual which corresponds to the date and time of the measure-
ment. To support this property we are also creating from ccdata a SUL:Region individ-
ual with URI constructed as a concatenation of BaseURI, “Region_” prefix and date and 
time values separated with an underscore character to denote the actual datetime. Final-
ly each SensorOutput individual will have an ssn:hasValue object property which will 
point to the actual data value of the measurement. To support this property we are also 
creating an ssn:ObservationValue individual having a URI constructed as a concatena-
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tion of BaseURI, “ObservationValue_” prefix and value, date and time actual values 
separated with an underscore character to denote the sensor measurement. This individ-
ual will have a DUL:hasDataValue data property containing the actual value measured. 
The following figure presents a visualized analysis of the graph of a SensorOutput indi-
vidual. 
 
Figure 21: A SensorOutput individual 
Tables pwdata, zwco2, prisma_humidity, prisma_luminance and prisma_temperature 
are translated to ontology individuals in exactly the same way as table ccdata. The only 
difference with data stemming from the environmental nodes is that we declare for each 
one of the individuals that the value is measured using one of the muo ontology individ-
uals that is appropriate for each case. 
4.2 Tools and methodology used for converting Re-
lational Data to Linked Data 
As already referenced, there is a number of tools and technologies available for convert-
ing already existing relational data that reside inside a Database Management System to 
Linked Data. Out of the handful of available options we chose the D2RQ platform, 
mainly because it is an open source platform, which provides us the ability to make 
modifications that fit the specific objectives of our project if that need arises. According 
to the above criterion, we chose not just to download the executables of the platform 
and use it, but to download the full source code and make our own build. This would 
provide us with the confidence that we would be able to make the appropriate changes, 
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in the case that we realize the need to do so. The steps that we followed were the fol-
lowing: 
 D2RQ framework is entirely written in Java, so in order to compile and run the 
source code and develop any extensions needed for our system we need an Inte-
grated Development Environment to maintain the software code and the Java 
Development Kit in order to compile and run it. In order to fulfill the above we 
have downloaded and installed the latest version of Eclipse IDE85 and the latest 
Java Development Kit (JDK 8u6086 in our case).  
 As already mentioned we needed the full D2RQ platform source code, which we 
have downloaded from GitHub87  
 D2RQ provides a set of build scripts that can be used to create the appropriate 
jar files which can be used to run each component of the platform. These build 
scripts were written with the use of Apache Ant Library, so we needed to down-
load and install ant Java library and command-line tool88, in order to build the 
source code. 
 We made a full build of the source code using the build script named “ant all”, 
which compiles all files and also generates distribution files in zip and tar.gz 
formats 
 We created the default D2RQ mapping file from the awesomedb database sche-
ma by using the command .\generate-mapping -u root -p … -o awesomedb.ttl 
jdbc:mysql:///awesomedb.  
 We created a separate D2RQ mapping file named awewsomedb_tableName 
(where tableName is the name of each different database table that we want to 
map to Smart IHU Linked Data ontology, by hand editing the generated map-
ping file (awesomedb.ttl) in order to fit the definitions of the chosen Ontology. 
                                                 
85 Eclipse IDE for Java Developers download, Retrieved September 30, 2015 from 
http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/  
86 Oracle Java for Developers download, Retrieved September 30, 2015 from 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html  
87 D2RQ source code in github, Retrieved August 18, 2015 from https://github.com/d2rq/d2rq  
88 Ant Java library and build tool, Retrieved August 18, 2015 from http://ant.apache.org/  
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 We used in turn each one of the mapping files that were created during the pre-
vious step in order to export in a file named awesome_tableName.nt the rela-
tional data in N-TRIPLES format by using the command .\dump-rdf  -f N-
TRIPLE -o awesome_tableName.nt –b http://localhost:8890/ awe-
somedb_tableName.ttl 
 Finally we used the same command, but substituted –f N-TRIPLE with –f TUR-
TLE and awesome_tableName.nt with awesome_tableName_Data.ttl  in order to 
extract data in turtle format which is more human-readable. This step was done 
in order to verify the correctness of our mapping by hand-checking samples of 
data. 
After the above mentioned steps a number of files were created containing Linked Data, 
described by the chosen ontology, in N-triples format (subject, predicate, object). 
In order to publish the data, we chose to use Virtuoso Open Source on Windows plat-
form, out of all the possible tools and technologies that were presented in Chapter 2.4 
(Technologies and tools for publishing and consuming Linked Data). Installation of Vir-
tuoso is a simple xcopy deployment procedure. For development purposes Virtuoso 
Open Source can be installed as a Windows Service by using the command 
<%installation_directory%>\bin\virtuoso-t.exe -c virtuosodb -I virtuosodb -S create 
immediately followed by the command: 
<%installation_directory%>\bin\virtuoso-t.exe -c virtuosodb -I virtuosodb -S start 
If we do not change the settings in the configuration file the default port of the Virtuoso 
Server is 8890, so the conductor which is the main management application of the Serv-
er is available at http://localhsot:8890/conductor. 
There are many methods available for importing linked data in RDF format into the 
Server. The easiest of them is to use the DBA.TTLP_MT procedure, which “loads the 
TTL (TURTLE or N3 resource) file on multiple threads, using parallel I/O and multi-
processing if available” according to Virtuoso manual. This parallelized and multi-
threaded approach makes the process of loading large amounts of data (as in our case) a 
trivial and efficient task. In order to execute the procedure we can use the Virtuoso Web 
interface and execute the following command inside the SQL window: 
DB.DBA.TTLP_MT (file_to_string_output ('../vad/awesome.nt'), '', 
'http://linkeddata.ihu.edu.gr'); 
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Following is a screenshot of Virtuoso Open Source SPARQL Query editor that returns 
the first 100 triples of the dataset. 
 
Figure 22: Triples returned by a SPARQL query. 
The above methodology was tested on a partial export of the database, consisted of data 
of a full month (April 2014). A later attempt to apply the same methodology to the full 
database containing millions of measurement records was proven as inefficient, due to 
the fact that the SQL Database queries created by D2RQ timed-out in the attempt to se-
lect the full volume of data. To mitigate the above problem, we used the filtering func-
tionality of D2RQ mapping language, in order to create partial selections of data. For 
example ccdata table, which contained over 50,000,000 rows uses a Primary Key con-
sisted of columns SensorID, date and time. As referenced in MySQL manual for In-
noDB Row Storage89 pages are arranged using a B-Tree data structure organized ac-
cording to primary key columns. This means that MySQL can efficiently retrieve data 
for queries that use at least one of these columns in their WHERE clause.  
In order to take advantage of the above, we added a conditional mapping to each of the 
mapping files, filtering data for smaller date periods, which permitted us to extract the 
full volume of data in smaller and easier to handle chunks. In order to conditional filter 
data we have used the d2rq:condition clause in the class mapping files, specifically in-
                                                 
89 MySQL InnoDB Row Storage manual, Retrieved August 29, 2015 from 
https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.5/en/innodb-row-format-overview.html  
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structing D2RQ’s querying mechanism to retrieve data belonging to a specific time pe-
riod. Using the above mentioned technique we created a mapping file for each month 
between the starting date of data collection and the current date and we run the publish-
ing procedure using each one of those files. This approach was appropriate for the static 
pre-existing data residing in MySQL Database, but could not be of use for the dynamic 
publishing of data that were collected on a day-by-day basis. In the following paragraph 
we will describe the steps taken in order to automate the data publishing procedure.  
4.3 Lifecycle of the Linked Data publication pro-
cess  
Following is a visualization of the Linked Data publication process, as used for the pre-














Figure 23: Visualization of the Linked Data publishing procedure 
As depicted in the above figure, data are initially exported from the awesomedb Data-
base with the use of the d2rq-dumprdf tool and the pre-configured d2rq mapping files. 
This export creates a number of files containing Linked Data in N-TRIPLES format, 














dure belonging to Virtuoso’s DBA package. After this import data are available for que-
rying through the SPARQL endpoint provided by the Virtuoso server. 
In order to not only extract the pre-existing historical data, but also extract current data 
which are collected in a daily basis, the above procedure must be automated. For this 
purpose we decided to create a Java application which will be used to orchestrate all the 
steps of the workflow that was described in the previous paragraphs. This application 
will be scheduled to run in time periods of our choice (e.g. once a day, once per hour, 
etc.) in order to implement the automatic import of data as frequent as we prefer.  
The application that will run using a specific time schedule must implement the follow-
ing algorithm: 
1. Find out the last date and time that the application has run. If the application has 
never run then set as last date-time run the maximum date of static data imported 
to the system (31-Oct-2015 in our case). 
2. For each D2RQ mapping file that maps to a database table that contains power 
consumption or environmental data: 
a. Open file 
b. Locate next d2rq:condition mapping statement 
c. Replace the date-time already contained inside the WHERE clause of the 
mapping statement with the date-time calculated in the first step. 
d. Repeat  steps 2b and 2c for all condition mapping statements contained 
inside the mapping file 
e. Write file’s contents to disk 
f. Close file 
3. For each D2RQ mapping file produced in step 2: 
a.  Invoke the dump-rdf tool, which will produce a file containing the ap-
propriate Linked Data in N-TRIPLES format. 
b. Copy the produced file to Virtuoso’s vad subdirectory, because for secu-
rity reasons Virtuoso will not import files outside its main file structure. 
Replace any other file with the same name in this folder. 
c. Copy the same file in a backup directory, appending to its file name the 
date and time of step 1. This folder will contain all linked data files pro-
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duced in the past, providing us with the ability to repeat the import pro-
cedure in the future if needed. 
d. Invoke Virtuoso’s DBA.TTLP_MT procedure, providing the file name 
as an input to it. 
4. Store the current date-time, in order to be used by step 1 at the next run of the 
application. 
The idea behind the above algorithm is very simple. The system “remembers” the last 
date and time for which it had collected data. In each run it collects only data with dates 
greater than the previous date, since only new data are inserted to the database and old 
data are never modified. Using this approach the system converts into Linked Data only 
the new portion of information and never gets out-of-sync, even if for some reason it 
cannot run in the pre-defined time schedule. 
 In order to develop an application that implements the above algorithm using the Java 
programming language we had to tackle the following issues: 
1. Define a way to safely store the desired date and time for the next run of the al-
gorithm. The administrator of the system should have the ability to manually set 
this parameter, in order to collect again some historical data if needed. 
2. Find a way to invoke Windows system commands from inside a Java applica-
tion. This feature is needed in order to invoke the dump-rdf utility from our sys-
tem, using different parameters each time as needed. 
3. Define the way to run DBA.TTLP_MT packaged procedure with a set of param-
eters which will change in every call from our application. This is needed in or-
der to load the exported file containing linked data into Virtuoso’s database.  
For the first issue, we decided to use a configuration file containing XML data. The root 
node of the XML document will be named smartld_config and it will have a child ele-
ment named last_datetime_run containing the last date and time that the system has run. 
The XML approach provides us with easy access and parsing methods from inside a Ja-
va application and extensibility in the case that we must add a new parameter to the ap-





<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?> 
<smartld_config> 
 <last_datetime_run> 




In order to resolve the second issue (invoking D2RQ dunp-rdf tool through Windows 
command line), we are using the Runtime class contained in the java.lang package. This 
class follows the singleton pattern, meaning that it returns a single instance that allows 
to any Java program to interact with the environment in which the application is run-
ning. This instance is returned by the getRuntime method and contains a method named 
exec which takes as a parameter a String containing the command that we want to exe-
cute. After executing the command we are using the waitfor method in order to pause 
the execution of the current thread until the process that we have executed terminates. 
After the termination of the process we can collect the output, if the process created any. 
If something goes wrong the exec method will throw either an IOException or a Securi-
tyException, while the waitfor method will throw an InterruptedException in case the 
process is interrupted by another process running in a different thread. 
Finally in order to non-interactively run SQL commands against the Virtuoso database 
engine, the platform provides a command line tool named isql. This tool is contained 
inside the bin subfolder of a Virtuoso installation, so in order to run isql we must choose 
out of the following two choices: 
 Prefix isql with the full path that must be used in order to locate the file (e.g. run 
C:\ virtuoso-opensource\bin\isql.exe) 
 Append the full path of Virtuoso bin folder to the PATH environment variable, 
in order to be automatically located by the system. 
isql tool needs four parameters to execute a file name that contains SQL commands: 
 The port number onto which isql listener accepts connections (usually 1111 or 
1112). 
 The name of the user that will be used for logging into the system (e.g. dba) 
 The password of the user 
 The full path of the file that contains the SQL commands 
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In order to non-interactively run the DBA.TTLP_MT command against Virtuoso Data-
base engine, we will create a file that contains the fully detailed command to be execut-
ed and create a Process inside the Java application that will execute the following com-
mand: 
isql 1111 dba dba_password file_full_path 
The Java program is built by using the Java compiler (javac.exe) which creates an out-
put file with the .class extension. The application runs by invoking the java virtual ma-
chine (java.exe) and providing the name of the file with the .class extension. In order to 
schedule this application to run by the Windows Task Scheduler we can create a batch 
file containing the above command. It is important to set the “Start in” parameter to the 
directory that contains the actual .class file. 
4.4 Instructions on consuming the data  
In the next paragraphs we will provide detailed instructions on how an external re-
searcher or another stakeholder could access and consume the published data. As al-
ready described in the previous paragraphs, both historical and nearly real time data are 
exported from the relational database that they reside, transformed through the use of a 
number of mapping documents to Linked Data and imported in a Virtuoso Open Source 
triple store with the use of a database package procedure. After the completion of the 
above process, data are available for querying through a SPARQL endpoint which is 
provided by Virtuoso. In order for somebody to utilize this endpoint, they must have a 
thorough understanding of the underlying ontology, which was described in detail in 
paragraph 4.1.1 Ontology and URI design and basic knowledge of the SPARQL query-
ing language. To facilitate the consumption process we will cite a number of SPARQL 
queries and try to analyze their objective and how they take advantage of the ontology 
design. Please note that the Virtuoso triple store is hosted in infrastructure provided by 
the International Hellenic University and the SPARQL endpoint is publicly accessible at 
http://linkeddata.ihu.edu.gr:8890/sparql   
The first SPARQL statement attempts to retrieve the URIs of all instances of the ontol-
ogy that refer to measurements captured by any sensor on April 2014. The full state-






     ?s  a ssn:SensorOutput . 
?s ssn:observationResultTime ?observationResultTime . 
?observationResultTime a time:DateTimeDescription . 
?observationResultTime time:month ?month. 
?observationResultTime time:year ?year. 
FILTER (xsd:string(?month)="4" && xsd:string(?year)="2014") 
} 
As one can see, the query returns the subject part of all RDF triples whose type is 
ssn:SensorOutput as this is the main class that describes the measurements captured. In 
order to filter out only the measurements of the specific time period, the query navigates 
through the ssn:observationResultTime object property to the 
time:DateTimeDescription instance that describes the exact date and time of the meas-
urement capture and filters the measurements by returning only the instances whose 
year is equal to 2014 and month is equal to 4.  
One of the advantages of using the time:DateTimeDescription class of the OWL Time 
ontology is that we can easily filter dates, because the class provides a great number of 
properties that we could use (indicatively year, month, day, week, dayOfWeek, 
dayOfYear, etc.) making the filtering process easy and intuitive. 
In the following figure we can see the results of the execution of the above SPARQL 
query. 
 
Figure 24: Filtering measurements by date of measurement 
The second SPARQL query attempts to retrieve the URIs of all instances of the ontolo-
gy that refer to measurements captured by power consumption sensors. The full state-
ment is the following: 
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SELECT ?s 
WHERE { 
     ?s  a ssn:SensorOutput . 
?s ssn:isProducedBy ?sensorCreated . 
?sensorCreated a <http://smart.ihu.edu.gr/ld/ontology#PowerSensingDevice>. 
} 
The query returns the subject part of all RDF triples whose type is ssn:SensorOutput as 
this is the main class that describes the measurements captured. In order to filter out on-
ly the measurements captured by power consumption sensors, the query navigates 
through the ssn:isProducedBy object property to the smartld:SmartIHUSensingDevice 
instance and filters the measurements by returning only the instances whose rdf:type is 
smartld:PowerSensingDevice. 
In the following figure we can see the results of the execution of the above SPARQL 
query. 
 
Figure 25: Filtering measurements by type of sensor 
The third SPARQL query attempts to retrieve the average consumption per building for 
a specific calendar month. The full statement is the following: 
SELECT  ?SensorCreatorName  avg(?dataValue)   
WHERE { 
     ?s a ssn:SensorOutput . ?s ssn:hasValue ?valueUri ; 
ssn:isProducedBy ?sensorCreated . 
?sensorCreated  DUL:hasDataValue ?SensorCreatorName . 
  ?valueUri DUL:hasDataValue ?dataValueString. 
?s ssn:observationResultTime ?observationResultTime . 
?observationResultTime a time:DateTimeDescription . 
?observationResultTime time:month ?month. 
?observationResultTime time:year ?year. 
BIND(xsd:float(?dataValueString) AS ?dataValue).  
  FILTER (xsd:string(?month)="4" && xsd:string(?year)="2014") 
}  
group by ?SensorCreatorName 
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The query initially takes all instances of type ssn:SensorOutput and navigates through 
the ssn:hasValue data property in order to capture the value of the actual measurement, 
which it transforms to float by using the BIND function, since its initial data type is 
string. It then navigates through the ssn:isProducedBy object property in order to cap-
ture the Sensor’s DUL:hasDataValue data property value, which contains the actual 
name of the building whose consumption is measured by the sensor. The query also fil-
ters the measurement values for a specific month, applying the same technique as in the 
first query. Finally the query groups the results by the name of the building and calcu-
lates the average value for each building. 
In the following figure we can see the results of the execution of the above SPARQL 
query. 
 
Figure 26: Average power consumption per building for April 2014 
The above referenced SPARQL queries are in no case intended to create an exhaustive 
list of operations that a third party application or an external user can apply to published 
Linked Data. Instead they are indicative of the main classes of the underlying ontology 
and the associations between them, together with an indication of the role that the newly 
created classes play in the overall ontology. By understanding the above queries a read-
er can have a very good point of view of the ontology that is used and can easily extend 
them in order to retrieve the required as per application information. 
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5 Conclusions 
In this thesis we tackled the problem of leveraging the interoperability and reusability of 
power consumption and environmental data that reside into a Relational Database Man-
agement System, by converting them to Linked Data which are semantically described 
with the use of well-known and globally used ontologies. In parallel we defined a 
framework consisted by open source tools and platforms which can be used to automat-
ically publish new data that are subsequently added into the database, providing contin-
uous access to data and giving the impression of a nearly live data feed. 
We have already proved at the beginning of our thesis that relational data persisted in-
side a database of an organization as the International Hellenic University tend to be-
come data silos, meaning that they become isolated and practically unusable from third 
applications and users that could greatly benefit by having access to them. The fact that 
these databases have proprietary schemas, which are difficult to be interpreted by hu-
mans without guidance and impossible to be interpreted by agents and machines, to-
gether with the inability to easily and automatically compare data with other existing 
datasets due to lack of consistence between the meaning of columns of each one of 
them, makes these databases practically unusable for large scale data driven projects.  
In this thesis we argue that by applying Linked Data principles and semantically de-
scribing the provided datasets with popular, well-known and widely accepted ontologies 
and vocabularies, we can boost the reusability of data and make them available for a 
plethora of applications, both human and machine driven, without the need of schema 
description and explanation. We can also put in place certain tools and mechanisms, that 
can provide an automatic pipeline of conversion between relational and linked data, in 
order to provide access to both historical and nearly real time power consumption 
measurements. 
To support our thesis, we conducted a detailed research regarding the most known and 
publicly available ontologies and vocabularies that are relative with the domain of sen-
sor measurements and especially power consumption and environmental parameter 
measurements. We also examined a number of generic helper ontologies that might not 
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be immediately relative with the sensing domain, but provide support to the description 
of peripheral concepts like temporal entities and units of measurement for physical 
qualities. In the end we created an ontology that imports the 95% of its entities by wide-
ly accepted ontologies, defines a very small number of new classes as subclasses of en-
tities of the imported ontologies and has got only one taxonomy of one class and two 
subclasses containing 7 individuals that describe the types of sensors already put in op-
eration by the pre-existing project.  
We also conducted a research on the available platforms that provide mechanisms that 
can convert relational data to Linked Data and selected the best of them, based in a 
number of attributes as the status of the platform, the RDBMS products supported and 
the maturity of each one. We used the selected platform in order to extract pre-existing 
historical relational data into files that contained Linked Data in the form of N-
TRIPLES, which are actual triples that identify statements consisted of a subject, an ob-
ject and the predicate that associates these two. This extraction was guided with the use 
of a number of mapping files that described the transformation between the relational 
schema and the defined ontology, meaning that Linked Data were finally described with 
an ontology that guaranteed the maximum level of comprehensiveness and reusability 
of data from both humans and machines. 
We chose to use one of the most widely used open source triple store platforms (Virtuo-
so Open Source), in order to upload the files that we have created in the previous stages 
and publish them using a SPARQL endpoint that accepts SPARQL queries and returns 
data in the Linked Data format. 
Finally we designed and implemented a framework that automated all the steps fol-
lowed in the previous stages and served a twofold purpose; It helped us break the initial 
export-convert-upload pipeline in smaller chunks of work in order to better handle the 
vast amount of pre-existing data and it also provided us with an automation for upload-
ing all new data to the triple store without the need for human intervention. 
The end result of the above is that we published both historical and subsequently added 
power consumption and environmental semantically enriched data using well known 
ontologies. This way we raised the level of reusability and interoperability as we 
demonstrated by describing ways that data could be consumed by external processes 
which could be either humans composing ad-hoc queries or machines that can take ad-
vantage of their knowledge of the ontology. 
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While working on the above areas, we faced various problems and we had to take de-
sign decisions in order to overcome the corresponding issues. This process led us to a 
number of other conclusions, both anticipated and unexpected, while also created a 
number of issues that could motivate future work. 
 Linked Data access should always be provided by direct access to portals or 
central catalogues 
One branch of our total work plan was to discover as many publicly available datasets 
as possible that publish power consumption and/or environmental measurement data. 
Though it was easy to discover a number of portals or central catalogues that already 
host a plethora of datasets relative to our domain of interest, we were not able to discov-
er any other potentially useful data source outside these catalogues. This could happen 
either because there were no other Web Sites providing access to such datasets, or be-
cause there were such sites but they made a poor implementation of Search Engine Op-
timization techniques and could not be easily discovered by search engine crawlers. As 
a deduction, any dataset containing reusable data should always be advertised through 
domain specific portals or catalogues. 
 Metadata describing available datasets are very useful. It would be better if they 
had a common format. 
One of the problems that we faced during the data discovery process was to understand 
the details of the available datasets, e.g. the origin and the exact source domain, the time 
period that they refer to, etc. One of these portals included an open data catalogue, 
which was a consolidated document that contained details about each one of the datasets 
hosted in the portal in JSON format in order to be easily interpreted by machines. Use 
of this catalogue makes it very easy to search for specific datasets based to their attrib-
utes. Unfortunately the rest of the portals do not provide such a utility catalogue, which 
makes the searching and locating of a specific dataset a very cumbersome process, since 
it can only be done using a “brute force” approach by a user that sequentially scans all 
the available datasets.  
Even if all the portals provided such a catalogue, this would have to follow a common 
format, in order to be easily used by both humans and software agents / machines. The 
design and agreement on the schema of such a metadata catalogue will undoubtedly 
speed up the dataset discovery process. 
 Many of the datasets are not available in Linked Data format 
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As we have already seen in Table 2: Available datasets comparison, not all central por-
tals provide datasets in the Linked Data format. Instead some of them provide datasets 
in alternative formats as pdf, html, txt/csv or xls. The problem with the first two formats 
(pdf and html) is that they mix together data and presentation, which makes it very dif-
ficult to reuse data. The other two formats (txt/csv and xls) are more reusable, but there 
is a need for extra effort in order to first format the data as Linked Data and then de-
scribe them with a well-known vocabulary. So, except the case that the datasets are al-
ready available in a comprehensible format like Linked Data, the other formats do not 
especially contribute in the total reusability level of available datasets. The final conclu-
sion is that it is always preferable to have access in Linked Data datasets. 
 A complete single taxonomy for sensors does not exist 
The main content of the dataset that we publish is measurements as captured by power 
consumption and environmental sensors in specific points in time. In order for these da-
ta to be reusable and easily linked to other existing datasets, we described them using 
well-known and widely used ontologies. The only problem that we encountered during 
that process is that we were not able to identify a single taxonomy that contains all the 
types of sensors that we are using. 
Of course there is a number of taxonomies that define a plethora of sensor types, which 
can be used in a large number of applications. But there is no single one taxonomy that 
covers all the types that we intended to use. For that purpose we included a simple tax-
onomy of sensor types in our ontology, which might lower the level of interoperability, 
since one must manually identify the type of sensor of each case and interlink it with the 
possibly proprietary sensor type that he or she is already using, in order to denote simi-
larity between types. A possible additional effort in future work would be an integration 
of the most popular sensor type taxonomies in a single generic one, which could serve 
as the central repository for facilitating dataset integration. 
 Effort for publishing and consuming linked data still remains large and discour-
ages data owners of using this technology 
Linked Data tools and technologies seem to be fairly mature, since the technical com-
munity has developed a substantial number of tools and platforms that can be used for 
both publishing and consuming data in this format. But the whole process of publishing 
data still needs a lot of effort to complete, due to mainly two reasons. 
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The first one is that usually there is need for extensive modelling effort, which in most 
cases is greater than the relative effort needed for creating data models for legacy, non-
Linked Data systems. This happens because in many cases the modelling must be ex-
tended to the data level, with the addition of specific instances of data (as the sensor 
types in our case) that play a central role in the modelling process. 
The second source of increased effort in the publication of Linked Data is that there is 
always a need for a Web stack implementation, on top of which the Linked Data layer is 
added and operates. Additionally everyone that wishes to consume the data must invest 
in expanding his skillset by adding new querying languages as for example SPARQL.  
This creates a fair amount of complexity in both the publication and the consumption 
phase, which in some cases makes the owners of the datasets reluctant in using this 
technology to publish their data and making them prefer traditional methods like export-
ing them in pdf or xls documents. 
The final conclusion of the total experience we gained during the whole project, the 
challenges that we faced and all the lessons we have learned, is aligned with the open-
ing statement of the current chapter: Publishing existing relational data using the Linked 
Data format and describing them with well-known and widely used vocabularies lever-
ages the level of semantic interoperability and reusability and facilitates applications 
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Appendix A: D2RQ Mapping 
document 
Following is an example D2RQ mapping document that was used during the export 
process of data contained in ccdata table to various classes of our ontology. 
 
@prefix map: <#> . 
@prefix db: <> . 
@prefix vocab: <vocab/> . 
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> . 
@prefix d2rq:<http://www.wiwiss.fu-
berlin.de/suhl/bizer/D2RQ/0.1#> . 
@prefix jdbc: <http://d2rq.org/terms/jdbc/> . 
@prefix ssn: <http://purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn#> . 
@prefix DUL: <http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/DUL.owl#> . 
@prefix bns: 
<http://lpis.csd.auth.gr/ontologies/bonsai/BOnSAI.owl#> . 
@prefix time: <http://www.w3.org/2006/time#> . 
@prefix smartld: <http://smart.ihu.edu.gr/ld/ontology#> . 
 
map:database a d2rq:Database; 
 d2rq:jdbcDriver "com.mysql.jdbc.Driver"; 
 d2rq:jdbcDSN "jdbc:mysql:///awesomedb"; 
 d2rq:username "root"; 
 d2rq:password "…"; 
 jdbc:autoReconnect "true"; 




# Table ccdata 
map:ccdata a d2rq:ClassMap; 
 d2rq:dataStorage map:database; 
 d2rq:uriPattern "SensorOut-
put_@@ccdata.sensorID@@_@@ccdata.date@@_@@ccdata.time@@"; 
 d2rq:class ssn:SensorOutput; 
 d2rq:classDefinitionLabel "SensorOutput"; 
 . 
map:ccdata__label a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata; 
 d2rq:property rdfs:label; 
 d2rq:pattern "SensorOutput 
#@@ccdata.sensorID@@_@@ccdata.date@@_@@ccdata.time@@"; 
 . 
map:ccdata__comment a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata; 
 d2rq:property rdfs:comment; 
 d2rq:pattern "A measurement taken by Sensor 
#@@ccdata.sensorID@@ at date @@ccdata.date@@ and time 
@@ccdata.time@@"; 
 . 
map:ccdata_sensorID a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata; 
 d2rq:property ssn:isProducedBy; 
 d2rq:propertyDefinitionLabel "is produced by sensorID"; 
 d2rq:uriPattern "SensingDevice_@@ccdata.sensorID@@"; 
 . 
map:ccdata_region a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata; 
 d2rq:property ssn:observationResultTime; 
 d2rq:uriPattern "Region_@@ccdata.date@@_@@ccdata.time@@"; 
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 . 
map:ccdata_ObservationValue a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata; 





# Table ccdata for date and time 
map:ccdata2 a d2rq:ClassMap; 
 d2rq:dataStorage map:database; 
 d2rq:uriPattern "Region_@@ccdata.date@@_@@ccdata.time@@"; 
 d2rq:class DUL:Region; 
 d2rq:classDefinitionLabel "Region"; 
 . 
map:ccdata2__label a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata2; 
 d2rq:property rdfs:label; 
 d2rq:pattern "Region #@@ccdata.date@@_@@ccdata.time@@"; 
 . 
map:ccdata2__comment a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata2; 
 d2rq:property rdfs:label; 
 d2rq:pattern "A region that corresponds to date 
#@@ccdata.date@@ and time @@ccdata.time@@"; 
 . 
map:ccdata2_value a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata2; 
 d2rq:property DUL:hasDataValue; 
 d2rq:sqlExpression "CONCAT(ccdata.date, 'T', ccdata.time)"; 




# Table ccdata for date and time 
map:ccdata4 a d2rq:ClassMap; 
 d2rq:dataStorage map:database; 
 d2rq:uriPattern "Region_@@ccdata.date@@_@@ccdata.time@@"; 
 d2rq:class time:DateTimeDescription; 
 d2rq:classDefinitionLabel "DateTimeDescription"; 
 d2rq:condition "ccdata.date > '2014-04-10'"; 
 . 
map:ccdata4__label a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata4; 
 d2rq:property rdfs:label; 
 d2rq:pattern "DateTimeDescription 
#@@ccdata.date@@_@@ccdata.time@@"; 
 . 
map:ccdata4__comment a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata4; 
 d2rq:property rdfs:label; 
 d2rq:pattern "A DateTimeDescription that corresponds to date 
#@@ccdata.date@@ and time @@ccdata.time@@"; 
 . 
map:ccdata4_day a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata4; 
 d2rq:property time:day; 
 d2rq:sqlExpression "DAY(ccdata.date)"; 
 d2rq:datatype xsd:gDay; 
 . 
map:ccdata4_dayOfWeek a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata4; 
 d2rq:property time:dayOfWeek; 
 d2rq:uriSqlExpression "CASE dayofweek(ccdata.date) WHEN 1 
THEN 'http://www.w3.org/2006/time#Sunday' WHEN 2 THEN 
'http://www.w3.org/2006/time#Monday' WHEN 3 THEN 
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'http://www.w3.org/2006/time#Tuesday' WHEN 4 THEN 
'http://www.w3.org/2006/time#Wednesday' WHEN 5 THEN 
'http://www.w3.org/2006/time#Thursday' WHEN 6 THEN 
'http://www.w3.org/2006/time#Friday' WHEN 7 THEN 
'http://www.w3.org/2006/time#Saturday' ELSE '' END"; 
 . 
map:ccdata4_dayOfYear a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata4; 
 d2rq:property time:dayOfYear; 
 d2rq:sqlExpression "DAYOFYEAR(ccdata.date)"; 
 d2rq:datatype xsd:nonNegativeInteger; 
 . 
map:ccdata4_hour a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata4; 
 d2rq:property time:hour; 
 d2rq:sqlExpression "HOUR(ccdata.time)"; 
 d2rq:datatype xsd:nonNegativeInteger; 
 . 
map:ccdata4_minute a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata4; 
 d2rq:property time:minute; 
 d2rq:sqlExpression "MINUTE(ccdata.time)"; 
 d2rq:datatype xsd:nonNegativeInteger; 
 . 
map:ccdata4_month a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata4; 
 d2rq:property time:month; 
 d2rq:sqlExpression "MONTH(ccdata.date)"; 
 d2rq:datatype xsd:gMonth; 
 . 
map:ccdata4_second a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata4; 
 d2rq:property time:second; 
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 d2rq:sqlExpression "SECOND(ccdata.time)"; 
 d2rq:datatype xsd:decimal; 
 . 
map:ccdata4_timeZone a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata4; 
 d2rq:property time:timeZone; 
 d2rq:uriPattern "http://www.w3.org/2006/timezone#el_GR"; 
 . 
map:ccdata4_unitType a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata4; 
 d2rq:property time:unitType; 
 d2rq:uriPattern "http://www.w3.org/2006/time#unitSecond"; 
 . 
map:ccdata4_week a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata4; 
 d2rq:property time:week; 
 d2rq:sqlExpression "WEEK(ccdata.date)"; 
 d2rq:datatype xsd:nonNegativeInteger; 
 . 
map:ccdata4_year a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata4; 
 d2rq:property time:year; 
 d2rq:sqlExpression "YEAR(ccdata.date)"; 
 d2rq:datatype xsd:gYear; 
 . 
  
# Table ccdata for dataValue 
map:ccdata3 a d2rq:ClassMap; 
 d2rq:dataStorage map:database; 
 d2rq:uriPattern "ObservationVal-
ue_@@ccdata.sensorID@@_@@ccdata.date@@_@@ccdata.time@@"; 
 d2rq:class smartld:ObservationValueWithUnitOfMeasurement; 




map:ccdata3__label a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata3; 
 d2rq:property rdfs:label; 
 d2rq:pattern "ObservationValueWithUnitOfMeasurement 
#@@ccdata.sensorID@@_@@ccdata.date@@_@@ccdata.time@@"; 
 . 
map:ccdata3__comment a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata3; 
 d2rq:property rdfs:comment; 
 d2rq:pattern "The actual measurement value measured by Sensor 
@@ccdata.sensorID@@ at date @@ccdata.date@@ and time 
@@ccdata.time@@"; 
 . 
map:ccdata3_value a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata3; 
 d2rq:property DUL:hasDataValue; 
 d2rq:propertyDefinitionLabel "SensorOutput hasDataValue"; 
 d2rq:column "ccdata.phasesum"; 
 d2rq:datatype xsd:string; 
 . 
map:ccdata3_unitOfMeasurement a d2rq:PropertyBridge; 
 d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:ccdata3; 






Appendix B: SMART IHU 
Linked Data Ontology Code 
Following is the code of the SMART IHU Linked Data Ontology in RDF format. 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<rdf:RDF 
    xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
    xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" 
    xmlns="http://smart.ihu.edu.gr/ld/ontology#" 
    xmlns:time="http://www.w3.org/2006/time#" 
    xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" 
    xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 
    xmlns:ssn="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn#" 
  xml:base="http://smart.ihu.edu.gr/ld/ontology"> 
  <owl:Ontology rdf:about=""> 
    <owl:versionInfo 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >Created with TopBraid Composer</owl:versionInfo> 
    <owl:imports 
rdf:resource="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn"/> 
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2006/time"/> 
    <owl:imports 
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2006/timezone"/> 
    <owl:imports 
rdf:resource="http://idi.fundacionctic.org/muo/ucum-
instances.owl"/> 
    <owl:imports 
rdf:resource="http://idi.fundacionctic.org/muo/muo-vocab.owl"/> 
  </owl:Ontology> 
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="PowerConsumptionSensorType"> 
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    <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >The type of Power Consumption Sensor</rdfs:label> 
    <rdfs:subClassOf> 
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="SensorType"/> 
    </rdfs:subClassOf> 
  </owl:Class> 
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#SensorType"> 
    <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >The type of Sensor</rdfs:label> 
    <rdfs:subClassOf 
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Thing"/> 
  </owl:Class> 
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="PowerSensingDevice"> 
    <rdfs:subClassOf> 
      <owl:Restriction> 
        <owl:allValuesFrom 
rdf:resource="#PowerConsumptionSensorType"/> 
        <owl:onProperty> 
          <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="hasSensorType"/> 
        </owl:onProperty> 
      </owl:Restriction> 
    </rdfs:subClassOf> 
    <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >A SensingDevice that measures Power Consump-
tion</rdfs:label> 
    <rdfs:subClassOf> 
      <owl:Class rdf:ID="SmartIHUSensingDevice"/> 
    </rdfs:subClassOf> 
  </owl:Class> 
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#SmartIHUSensingDevice"> 
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    <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >A SensingDevice of SMART IHU Project</rdfs:label> 
    <rdfs:subClassOf 
rdf:resource="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn#SensingDevice"/> 
  </owl:Class> 
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="EvironmentalSensingDevice"> 
    <rdfs:subClassOf> 
      <owl:Restriction> 
        <owl:allValuesFrom> 
          <owl:Class rdf:ID="EnvironmentalSensorType"/> 
        </owl:allValuesFrom> 
        <owl:onProperty> 
          <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:about="#hasSensorType"/> 
        </owl:onProperty> 
      </owl:Restriction> 
    </rdfs:subClassOf> 
    <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >A SensingDevice that measures Environmental Parame-
ters</rdfs:label> 
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#SmartIHUSensingDevice"/> 
  </owl:Class> 
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="ObservationValueWithUnitOfMeasurement"> 
    <rdfs:subClassOf 
rdf:resource="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn#ObservationValue
"/> 
    <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >An observation value that also contains the unit of meas-
urement for the provided value</rdfs:label> 
  </owl:Class> 
  <owl:Class rdf:about="#EnvironmentalSensorType"> 
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    <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >The type of Environmental Sensor</rdfs:label> 
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#SensorType"/> 
  </owl:Class> 
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:about="#hasSensorType"> 
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#SensorType"/> 
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#SmartIHUSensingDevice"/> 
    <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >The SensorType of a SensingDevice</rdfs:label> 
  </owl:FunctionalProperty> 
  <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="ValueIsMeasuredInUnit"> 
    <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >An observation value that also contains the unit of meas-
urement for the provided value</rdfs:label> 
    <rdfs:domain 
rdf:resource="#ObservationValueWithUnitOfMeasurement"/> 
    <rdfs:range 
rdf:resource="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/muo#UnitOfMeasurement
"/> 
  </owl:FunctionalProperty> 
  <EnvironmentalSensorType rdf:ID="Prisma_Temperature"> 
    <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >Prisma Temperature</rdfs:label> 
  </EnvironmentalSensorType> 
  <EnvironmentalSensorType rdf:ID="ZWave_CarbonDioxide"> 
    <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >ZWave CarbonDioxide</rdfs:label> 
  </EnvironmentalSensorType> 
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  <EnvironmentalSensorType rdf:ID="Prisma_Luminance"> 
    <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >Prisma Luminance</rdfs:label> 
  </EnvironmentalSensorType> 
  <PowerConsumptionSensorType rdf:ID="PlugwiseStealth"> 
    <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >Plugwise Stealth</rdfs:label> 
  </PowerConsumptionSensorType> 
  <PowerConsumptionSensorType rdf:ID="PlugwiseCircle"> 
    <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >Plugwise Circle</rdfs:label> 
  </PowerConsumptionSensorType> 
  <EnvironmentalSensorType rdf:ID="Prisma_Humidity"> 
    <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >Prisma Humidity</rdfs:label> 
  </EnvironmentalSensorType> 
  <PowerConsumptionSensorType rdf:ID="CurrentCost_SmartClamper"> 
    <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" 
    >CurrentCost SmartClamper</rdfs:label> 
  </PowerConsumptionSensorType> 
</rdf:RDF> 
 
